

Immediately below the life‑history of akyamuni a series of edifying tales begins, avadana's and jataka's, stories of great deeds,especially deeds of faith in general, and of the Buddha's former lives in particular; the same kind are also found on the balustrades of the first and second gallery. Here again the spectator is taught to see and consider, how every deed bears its own fruit and how even the Great Being himself was subject to this law; yet at the same time he can observe how through the course of various forms of existence he, who was at last to bring salvation from the eternal circle of life, knew how to prepare himself for this task, by his numberless acts of self‑sacrifice as god and king, as laborer and slave, even as animal.

It is obvious that the arrangement of all these tales was not left to the fancy of the sculptors, but followed some actual text, and this was conIirmed when the Russian savant S. d'Oldenburg discovered the Jatakamala  in the first third part of the balustrade of the first gallery, top series. We might have expected this to be quickly followed bysirnilar discoveries, but that did not happen, though several of the tales have been identified by various experts (as I shall explain laterin beating the differentseries) andthough among themwere some forwhoseidentification the same collection of tales could be used, but even in the case of the Avadanac,ataka in which eight, or the Divyavadana in which three (or perhaps four) were found, the sequence of these tales is quite different to that on the monument. My first work was to examine if we should be able to find on the Barabudur in one consecutive series the whole or part of a jataka‑ or avadana‑collection from the literature known to us.

The result was not successful. There would be no reason to give any relation of this attempt if it were not that by giving account of my researches others may be spared some useless pains. I first examined the two Sanskrit texts which had already been sucessfully searched for the identifications of some tales, the Divyavadana  and the H~nayanistic Avadana~ataka , both famous and authorative holy scriptures. The next two I examined are also celebrated documents, Sutralankara  and Karma,cataka , known to us respectively only from the Chinese and Tibetan translation, thus second hand, a fact that might have brought complications if we had come to compare the text with the actual reliefs, but having only to consider the general contents and specially the sequence of the tales, I am able to state that there was no trace of agreement to be found between the series of the tales in the writings and those on the monument. Nor does anything in the series of reliefs correspond with the sequence in those documents partly reaching back to the Avadana,cataka but remodeled to the Mahayanistic idea, the Kalpadrumavadanamala, Ratnavadanamala and Ac,okavadanamala, nor either in the also later Dvavim,catyavadanamala or Vicitrakarnikavadana . The sequence given by Ksemendra in his Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata was of no use, as it is known that this poem is of later date than Barabudur; in so far it proved useful that it had preserved in a certain tale a point that had been lost elsewhere. The Bhadrakalpavadanamala  iS of still later date. Two other collections known to us from Tibet threw no light on my researches, neither the so‑called Damamuka , nor the collection of IOI jataka's made known by Ivanovski, of which I shall speak later on (Chaps. VI). It was not likely that we should find the sequence of the jataka's from the MahaV~CtI1 S) on the Rarabudur and that too proved useless. This same text besides the jataka's spoken of, also gives a list of the former existences of the Buddha . To this the sequence on Barabudur does not correspond in any single detail, and it is the same with similar lists in thealitavistara , Ras.trapalapariprccha  and in Fa Hien..

As regards the further tradition of the Southern church there is not much to be said. It was already known that the arrangement of a part of the noted collection of 547 Pali‑jataka's  iS not followed anywhere; and the smaller collections give us no clue, neither the Nidanakatha nor the Cariyapitaka or the Buddhavamsafi).This was proved directly in the case of the two first mentioned collections, from the existing lists of parallels with the (smaller) Jatakamala, which lists give various tales from the last‑mentioned text which has been followed on the Barabudur, in a totally different arrangement in the two Paliwritings. Nor do the talesinBuddhaghosa's works correspond to whet is found on the Javan monument . The other jataka's, distributedin the commentaries on the various books of the canon and elsewhere, could be set aside on account of their being quite separate from each other without forming any connected body and were useless for questions of sequence 9).

With the exception of any possible finds among the Tibetan or Chinese writings, our only hope is in the great Jatakamala of 565 tales that Hodgson met with in Nepal 10) and that may perhaps appear again. But we must not expect too much from this, for the large number of 565 could not possibly be worked into the space available, seeing that most of the tales of these series of reliefs that have already been identified take up several panels. Nevertheless it is possible that part of this Jatakamala has been represented.

Although I was not able to find a text or portion of a text in which the sequence of the tales coincided with that on the monument, the reading of these various jataka‑ and avadana‑collections made it possible to identify a tale here and there on the Barabud. ur. With this small result I had to be satisfied for the present; the information gained will be noted in my explanations of the separate series of reliefs. I will here just call attention to the peculiar difficulties that arise at the identification of such tales, when the text followed by the sculptor is not available and in consequence the agreement of the reliefs with the version of the tale known to us can be incomplete.

Take the first tale on the chief wall of the first gallery as an example, the Sudhanakumaravadana, which as will appear later on, has been identified, small details excepted, with the help of the Divyavadana. Foucher  1las very rightly noted at the end of his examination concerning it, that while it has been possible to establish how the famous tale of prince Sudhana has been followed from the text mentioned, the result would have been entirely different if we had been obliged to make use of the version of this same legend that has been preserved in the not less ancient and authentic Mahavastu , In that case we should only have found the explanation for two or three of the reliefs, yet we should have been fully justified—as is now proved by the Divyavadana— in identifying the whole story of prince Sudhana from those two or three scenes.

Both the importance and the danger of Foucher's argument is evident. The importance is that it teaches us not to despair of finding the key to the solution of some particular tale depicted on the monument, even when only some of the reliefs coincide with the description in our text, for there is always a good chance that we have really got hold of the right tale, only another version of it. But the great danger is in making us inclined to put faith in very slight resemblances between text and reliefs and to ascribe the deviations to a difference between two versions, while it is quite possible that the tales judged as a whole, differ entirely from one another and only shew resemblance in some slight detail. In such cases it is impossible to gain any certainty of knowing whether we may rejoice over the slight resemblances in expectation of the discovery of another version, or on the contrary, judging by the much greater difference between the written and the sculptured story, are obliged to ascribe the resemblance to a chance common detail in both tales and look for the main point and real substance elsewhere. For instance we examine the tale following the Sudhanakumaravadana on this monument, a tale that begins with the exchange of large portraits between the hero and heroine. There is a tale told us by Chavannes from the Chinese Tripitaka , in which the two chief persons find each other by means of portraits (here actually images). But with this fact all the resemblance ends; the Chinese story continues to relate that the man later on discovers how the spouse he had obtained in this romantic way was not inclined to be faithful, but he was willing to overlook this when he noticed that even the queen carried on a love‑affair with a groom. The monument gives no sign of this story; not the least trace appears to connect it with the reliefs, where, among others, one scene shows the Bodhisattva in the wilderness in the company of a lion and an elephant; nor do the other details coincide. Are we in such a case to say, because of the two reliefs with portraits, that this is the same tale but another version than the one known to us ? Or is the incident of the portraits an accidental detail, common to a tale of the Chinese Tripitaka and a wholly different one of Barabudur?

Another very great difficulty for the explanation of the reliefs in such cases, where we have no acess to the original text, consists in the often very superficial manner in which the second‑hand material we have to work with relates the contents of the stories. If, keeping to the same Sudhanakumaravadana, the Divyavadana was missing, we could still recover the tale to the smallest details by means of the version in the Tibetan Kanjur, that follows the text of the Divyavadana. This can be traced because this avadana happens to be among those translated by Schiefner from the Kanjur , Now suppose this tale had not attracted Schiefner's attention and we turned to the table of contents of the Kanjur, then we would find in Csoma's Analyse, under Dulva II p. 390 only : ,,Histoire de Nor‑Bzangs, prince royal et de Yid‑Hphrog‑Ma (ravissant le coeur, en Sanskrit: Manohara), sa ma~tresse. Episode ou se trouvent plusieurs descriptions poetiques et des vers ingenieux exprimant la passion: ctest une sorte de roman on conte de fees." It is self‑evident that such a description of contents is of no use and yet it is actually the story we are looking for, on which the twenty scenes following each other on the Barabudur are founded. Who knows what treasures maybe hidden under the ,,plusiers anecdotes" and the ,,apologues et contes moraux" that are given as contents of the rest of the same portion of the Dulva!

The possibility that the texts used by the sculptors may turn up in due time for our enlightenment as soon as the Tibetan and Chinese writings have been carefully examined, is not much consolation to us because for the moment these tales are not available, even if the version we are in search of is not lost. In such cases we might be inclined to start on our own responsibility and try to explain these very graphic reliefs from theirownlifelike action. The way in which one can be deceived by setting to work in this manner is so clearly set forth by I;oucher, that I cannot do better than quote the arguments of this expert with which I entirely agree.

He begins by calling attention to the enormous spaces that the sculptors had to fill and continues!):

,,I1 leur etait materiellement impossible de s'en tenir uniquement aux episodes pittoresques ou pathetiques, c'est‑a‑dire aux seuls qui eussent chance d'etre aussitot compris du spectateur et qui fussent capables de reveiller immediatement chez le fidele de jadis lc souvenir de quelque tradition, chez l'archeologue d'aujourd'hui le rappel de quelque lecture. Tout incident leur est bon, pourvu qu'il se laisse docilement representer. On peut meme se demander si les motifs les plus incolorcs ne vent pas les meilleurs a leur are. Ils affectionnent vraiment trop les scenes ou tout se passe en visites et en conversation s en t re des person nages don t l es gestes discrete, et tcls qutils conviennent a des yens de bonne compagnie, ne nous apprennent absolument rien sur la suite des evenements. Et si cet abus est a la rigueur excusable, ils ntechappent pas de notre part au reproche d'avoir plus d'une fois esquive la difficulte en omettant de parti‑pris, pour les remplacer par dtinsipides receptions a la cour, des sujets plus dramatiques et par consequent plus propres a nous faire ressaisir le fil du recit,, 

"Non seulement les episodes caracteristiques vent ainsi noyes sous un Ilot monotone et terne de tableaux sans mouvement, mais dans chaque tableau meme le motif principal est souvent submerge sousune veritable debauche d'accessoires et de details. La seule excuse des artistes reside ici dans la forme du cadre, trots fois au moins plus large qu'il n'est haut . Par suite il n'est pas de grand personnage dont le cortege ne s'aligne pour faire tapisserie, parfois sur plusieurs range. Si la presence de ces nombreux comparses est bien conforme aux moeurs javanaises autant qu'indiennes, il va de soi qu'il ne jouent le plus souvent aucun role dans l'action: ils se bornent a l'alourdir de leur repetition stereotypee que rachete tent bien que mal la variete des gestes, toujours traites a main levee. Ce n'est pas tout: les sculpteurs se vent fait une sorte de point dthonneur~de ne laisser vice aucune partie de la surface disponible. Pour achever de meubler leur panneau, ils vont ~usqu'a remplir le dessous des sieges avec des coffres ou des vases; dans le haut, ils entassent selon les cas des edifices ou des arbres, naturellement figures a une echelle reduite; ou encore des rochers, traites selon la vieille convention indienne; ou enfin des animaux de toutes sort es, d ' ai lleurs spirituellemen t croques sur le vif, a la seule exception des chevaux, qui vent mediocres . On se douse que la clarte de l' histoire ne gagne pas grand‑chose a cet encombrement, d' autant que rien n'avertit, par exemple, si les animaux y jouent, ou non, un role: car le pis est que parfois ils en ont un. Ainsi les oiseaux representes dans le Qibi‑jataka [Ib 56] ou sur telle scene du Mandhatravadana [Ib 40] font partie integrante du recit, tandis que ceux qui s'envolent avec Manohara [Ib 1 1 ] vent de decoration pure. Enfin il ne faut pas oublier que les artistes de Boro‑Budur ne se vent nullement interdit les vieux moyens de l'ecole indienne, juxtaposition de deux ou trots episodes distincts et repetition d'un personnage dans le meme cadre. Aussi peut‑il arriver—et la lecture des descriptions de Leemans cst T>articulierement edifiante sur ce point ~ qutau milieu d'un tel Iouillis on prenne le cl~ange sur les seuls acteurs ou objets dont la presence importe reellement a l'enchainement des faits.

,,Mais le capital et plus sensible defaut de ces bas‑reliefs est l'incapacite ou vent restes leurs auteurs, malgre leur habilete de main, de creer des figures ayant une individualite caracteristique. Assurement il serait excessif de faire un crime aux artistes de ces iles lointaines de ne pas s'etre eleves a un comble d'art qui fut toujours inconnu de l'ecole indienne, et auquel l'art grec lui‑meme nta atteint qutaux meilleures epoques: mais le fait est patent. Ils vent capables de representer des types, non des individus. Ils possedent un modele de rod, qui leur sert aussi indistinctement pour les dieux, comme celui de reine pour les deesses, un modele de moine, qui, a la coiffure pres, vaut egalement pour les‑Buddha; un modele d'homme de cour, d'anachorete, de brahmane, de guerrier, etc. Cette maquette unique, ils ltemploier~t en toute occasion. Wile est susceptible, selon les circonstances, par le jeu des gestes et meme des traits du visage, d'exprimer des etats d'ame differents: elle ne l'est pas de revetir une physionomie qui la distingue de ses congeneres. C'est ainsi par exemple que, dans une meme legende, nous avons vu le meme personnage princier s'appeler tour a tour ici Dhana, Sudhana ou Druma, 1i Rudrayan. a, Bimbisara ou Qikhan. din. A cinq panneaux de distance [Ib 72 et 771, un roi et un moine s'entretiennent pareillement ensemble: rien ntavertit que, dans l'intervalle, ils aient chacun change de personalite. I1 n'y a pas d'apparence que jadis le pelerin, qui faisait la pradaksina de ces galeries, ait pu mettre des noms divers sur des figures aussi semblables sans l'aide du commentaire local de quelque moine cicerone: nous pouvons encore moins, a present que la tradition locale est completement eteinte, nous passer d'un commentaire ecrit. I1 cst permis d'affirmer que nous n'identifierons surles murailles de Boro‑Budur que les basreliefs dont nous aurons d'abord lu quelque part la legende: et encore l'exemple du Sudhanakumaravadana nous prouve qu'il faudra que nous l'ayons lue dans le meme ouvrage que le sculpteur".

To this consummate argument I can add nothing, being absolutely convinced that every attempt to explain the reliefs which is not founded on a text, is doomed to failure. As therefore no consecutive texts have been found to coincide with these relief series, and as it is useless to try to read them without the help of a text, all we can do for the present is to try as far as possible to account for such separate tales as can be identified among the extensive jataka‑ and avadanaliterature that is known to us. There must still remain a good deal of uncertainty especially whcrc differences of more or less importance appear between text and reliefs. This was a part of my work, where it was evident beforehand that the result would prove unsatisfactory. It means so little to solve these small puzzles, while the whole still remains a great mystery. Besides, it becomes such a thankless task to examine the hundreds of tales one by one for the sake of identifying a few but never mastering the whole, when at any time the text followed by the sculptor may be discovered to make the way clear at one stroke and everything comprehensible. But we can never be sure if this text or texts will ever be recovered and so we are bound, each one for himself, to assist the explanation of the separate tales. Meantime let us not forget that the great importance of these relief series of jataka's and avadana's is not so much the fact whether one or another particular tale is represented or if some more or less remain unidentified, but especially the manner in which they are alTanged and connected and what their connection and sequence can teach us of the tradition followed by the Barabudur sculptors.

Let us now examine the various series of reliefs separately, beginning with the lowest row of the chief wall in the first gallery.

A connected text of consecutive tales has not been found for the whole or for a part of this series of reliefs. But more than twothirds of the reliefs have been explained by means of the texts of separate tales; tales some four of which are found in the larger collection of the Divyavadana, but in such a way that it is certain the Divyavadana we know can in no case be the one followed here by the sculptors, not only because no more than four of the 38 tales (not reckoning the smaller tales introduced into these 38) have been discovered, but also because these four do not even follow each other in the text, have a different order of arrangement on the monument and are separated by other tales of which no trace is to be found in the Divyavadana. I must here call attention to this fact because the agreement of these four tales in text and reliefs has been used in answering the question to which Mahayanistic sect the 13arabudur must be ascribed. When the time comes (in Chapt. XIII) to examine this question I shall explain this more fully, for the present let us notice that it would be of the very greatest importance if a close connection could be established between the monument and the source of the Divyavadana, but till now the matter is that only four of the avadana's have been identified, in a different sequence, other surroundings and above all—as will appear later—partly with rather to a similar kinnara‑relief among the fragments of the railing of the stupa at Bharhut. It proved later that another tale was meant than the one IJzerman thought, but the honor of being the first to notice the presence of a tale about kinnara's, remains with him. It was 1895 before a couple of the longer stories were recognised and that was by S. d'Oldenburg in his Zametki o Buddijskom iskusstve, translated into T)utcll by Kern  and into English by Wiener . With only the help of Wilsen's drawings Oldenburg recognised nos. 3—20 as depicting the 30th tale of the Divyavadana, the Sudhanakinnaravadana, as he calls it and ascribed no. 108—1 12 to the story of Maitrakanyaka. This last‑mentioned avadana was subjected to a comprehensive examination by Speyer in 1906  in which he compared the several versions of this tale, collected resemblances from elsewhere and concluded with some remarks on the meaning and sources of the legend. The text of the Divyavadana proved to be only a rhetorical paraphrase of that preserved in the Avadana,cataka no. 36; in neither case do we find exactly the text illustrated by the sculptor. In addition to those already identified by Oldenburg, Speyer could assign no. 107 as also belonging to this tale. In the same year, 1906, there was another attempt made by Huber , by means of the trained cats on no. 80, to trace this and the adjacent reliefs to the tale of Rudrayana; this attempt, though later proved to be in the right direction, was frustrated at the time by inaccuracies in the drawings, that were the only means at his service.

At last in 1909 great impetus was given to the identification of these reliefs by Foucher who published the results of his travels and investigations in Java . What Foucher achieved is owing greatly to the fact that in contrast to his predecessors (except IJzerman) he was able to examine the reliefs themselves, but there is no doubt that this advantage would have been of little value without his remarkable sagacity. Foucher began by examining the Sudhanakumaravadana on no. I—20 in all particulars (Div. No. 30), recognised in No. 31 ~50 the Mandhatravadana from Divyavadana No. 17 by the help of the version of the Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata No 4, further in No. 56 the Cibi‑jataka and in No. 64—88 the Rudrayanavadana, as it is found in Divyavadana No. 37. He proved that the kinnara‑tale of No. 89 and 90 did not coincide, as it was thought, with the Candakinnarajataka (No. 485) but much more resembled the Bhallatiya‑jataka (No. 504) and finally he reexamined No. 106—112 in connection with the Maitrakanyakavadana. The work of Foucher in my opinion has laid the foundations on which further research can be built though in a few details I may differ from }rim.

Let me now give a short review of what is represented on this series. Reliefs 1 to 20 illustrate the Sudhanakumaravadana and, with the exception of a few details, quite agree with the version known to us from the Divyavadana. The beginning as well as the end are just as in the text mentioned and the sculptor has evidently not used a more elaborate or a shorter one but a version with just the same contents as the Oivyavadana tale. With reference to the slight variations of text and sculptures I refer to the description of the separate reliefs here below. The story of Sudhana takes a special place as first of the whole series, that agrees with the popularity this tale enjoyed elsewhere 

It is evident that No. 21 begins a new tale, not yet identified, an episode of which has been described on p. 234, being the story of a hero and heroine who find one another by means of their portraits (No. 22 and 23) . It looks as if the same tale continues up to No. 30, but of course we can not be certain of this. I call special attention to the more striking reliefs we can pick out from among the usual receptions and court‑scenes because these must supply the key for eventual identification. On No. 25 the hero is sitting with a rosary in his hand next to an incense‑altar, quite alone in a building enclosed by a palissade, while the rest of the people present on the scene, chiefly a princely retinue, are outside. On the next relief the chief person, to judge by his halo the Bodhisattva, is sitting in a wilderness indicated by rocks and trees, on the banks of a river, opposite a lion and an elephant. A lady of high rank is approaching from the left with her suite; she too wears a halo and is probablya godess. May be it is the same woman, now with a great retinue, who brings an offering of flowers and incense in a temple on No. 27. The other reliefs are of the ordinary commonplace kind, only to be explained if we know the text, and not always then.

It is rather doubtful if this tale ends on No. 30, that is separated from the reliefs following by a gateway, and a new one begins on No.3 1 . Coucher, though rather cautiously, ascribes the whole row from 31 to 50 to the Mandhatravadana that he identified for certain in the middle scenes of this portion; to account for this he follows for the first scenes the prologue of Mandhatar's story that is preserved only in Ksemendra's Bodhisattvavadanakalpa]ata No. 4 ') and for the other scenes the Divyavadana. It seems quite natural that after the doorway a new tale should begin with No. 31 and we can easily allow for Ksemendra altering or putting variations into an old tradition, so that we need not be surprised if the reliefs do not exactly correspond with the poem; but all the same we must not close our eyes to the fact that very evident divergence exists. The two first reliefs shew us the exercise of charity, that is not mentioned in the text; this is quite excusable, the same as the visit to a hermitage unknown to the text, on No. 33. But the two scenes given on No. 34, that should represent what happens to king Uposadha in the hermitage, disagree entirely with the text as will be seen in my explanation that follows. Again, the following scenes shew so little reliable correspondence that I can hardly feel much confidence in the interpretation offered. On No. 35 a child appears and this might of course be the new‑born Mandhatar; so we might be willing to accept No. 36 and 37 as the usual prophecy about the fate of the youthful prince and the no less usual reward for the astrologers, even if all this is not given in the text. But I am at a loss to know how to fit in No. 38; it is quite unmistakeably a visit of Qakra, yet there is nothing given of this important event in the Divyavadana. Finally I am not convinced either that the identification of No. 39 is correct, Foucher here sees the consecration of Mandhatar as king, and is able to find the ' seven jewels" that I cannot discover; so for the present I dare not venture to call it anything but the homage and presenting of gifts to Mandhatar or some other royal personage. For further details I refer again to my description of the separate reliefs. To conclude, though I am not willing or able to deny that Nos.31—39 belong to the Mandhatravadana, I do not think they are in the least proved to be so, and must in any case declare that if this is really the story of Mandhatar, the sculptor must have followed a version entirely different to the one known to us . Not until No. 40 do we come to a part that agrees altogether with the Divvavadana text, and this continues up to No. 47, the battle of the asura's. The closing scenes too, in my opinion, are very doubtful. On No. 48 we find a conversation between a king and a brahman and on No. 49 between the (same ?) king and an eminent personage, while a third person with a halo, quite on the left, has turned away from them and goes off. The first would depict the moment when Mandhatar inquires, who is actually the conqueror; the second when Cakra turns away from him. Possibly; but who then is the woman seated beside Mandhatar in both scenes ? Who is the brahman ? Who is the person to whom the king is speaking on No. 49? Must we ascribe all this to a different version ? Besides, in the text nothing at all is said about the king of the gods turning away; the catastrophe follows instantaneously when the human king forms the intention of dethroning Qakra. The conclusion I come to is that I cannot positively deny that this is the end of Mandhatar's story, but neither can I accept it to be so without further proof. If the battle onNo. 47 was not too strange an ending, I should be inclined to consider No. 48 as the beginning of a new tale.

Whatever we may think of No. 48 and 49, I am not able to agree with Foucher about No. 50. In a space surrounded by a palissade and closed by a gateway, sit a man and woman with some rather damaged object between them, it looks round or shaped like a gem, ornamented at the top and laid on a dish with a foot. According to Foucher, this would be a stupa containing Mandhatar's remains; I cannot imagine how this can be taken for a stupa, that is represented everywhere on Barabudur resting on a lotus cushion with a pedestal and covered by a pinnacle, sometimes with an umbrella. Whatever this thing may he , it is in my opinion not a stupa, so cannot be the stupa of Mandhatar. The tale that now follows is not known to us and we can only guess at the meaning; it is therefore of no use in explaining the curious object on No. 50. On No. 51 we see a king and queen sitting with a small prince; the king holds a small kinnara in his hand and several persons in his suite do the same. Unfortunately we can't tell if they represent living kinnara's or may be intended as playthings for the young prince, which looks rather likely judging by a man sitting among the retinue, holding one of the kinnara figures on the palm of his left hand and touching it with a pointed thing he has in the right hand as if he were working on it. However it may be, these little kinnara figures are remarkable enough to attract our attention, even if they seem to play no further part in the tale. Besides it is impossible to tell if the following scenes belong to the same tale or that one separate story is told on a single relief, as will prove to be the case on No. 56.

The next‑following reliefs too are striking enough for separate notice, on the chance of being recognised. On No. 52 we find first, quite on the right, a man in full‑dress, with a sword in his hand, and a woman holding a flower, flying above a rocky landscape with a large water; more to the left we see the same, or another couple, he lying on his side, she sitting next to him, in a cave in the wilderness; quite on the left is a yaksa on guard with a drawn sword. The next scene is of quite another sort: some men have landed from a ship we see on the left of the relief and are respectfully approaching a woman who stands on the right, they appear to be asking for something, probably help or hospitality. On No. 54 we must be looking at the fulfilment of their wishes: a two‑storied house now shelters the sailors who are being feasted, while their hostess is sitting quite on the left surrounded by her women in a separate building. On a panel in the guest‑house we see the same flying pair of No. 52; perhaps it is the picture of a former adventure, exposited by the heroine to the view of foreign visitors in order to find her lost partner, an episode well‑known to Indian and Javan literature. l)

No. 55 is again of the usual meaningless kind, but No. 56 brings us to something we know of, the Qibi‑jataka identified by Foucher; though we have no Indian Buddhist version to compare with, and can only depend on translations from Chinese or Tibetan versions , it is quite evident that no other story is depicted than the well‑known jataka of the king of the Cibi's, who to free a dove from the falcon that persues her, gives an equal quantity of his own flesh, weighed out for the ravenous bird of prey. Nothing appears of the rest of the tale, the appearance of Qakra, king of the gods, who has only assumed the form of a falcon to put the virtuous king to the proof; though the following relief No. 57 probably represents homage being paid to the Qibi monarch.

No. 58, on which a king with a halo, curiously‑dressed strangers, locked box and a jug appear, will probably belong to what follows Immediately. On No. 59 we see a king, here also wearing a halo and standing with a lotus flower in his hand next to a altar with a high flame, on the other side of which crouches a wild yaksa. This is possibly a tale like No. 38 of the Avadana,cataka, in which a virtuous king is put to the proof by Cakra: the king of the gods in the form of a yaksa causes the monarch to jump into a burning altar. If the sculptor had intended to depict this story, we should certainly expect to see a scene like this on No. 59, on which the king, a flaming altar and the yaksa appear; the actual spring into the fire is naturally omitted. According to the version of the Avadana,cataka the burning altar changes into a lotus pond and I think it not improbable that this is signified by the lotus flower in the king's hand. There is a similar case in a Jatakamalastory (No. 4) where a hell appears before the feet of the hero, but when he shews no fear at the sight of it, a lotus rises to carry him away; now we see in the same way on the relief (IBa 17—18) only the hell depicted but in the hand of the chief person is a lotus suggesting what is to follow. No. 60 may then easily agree with my explanation of No. 59, as the usual closing scene to this kind of talc, where Qakra resumes his own form and does honor to the victim. (akra's identity as we know, is generally indicated by the presence of his follower Airavata with the elephants tusk in his headdress, elephant ears and with or without the angkuc,a. The follower sitting front in the retinue of the person alluded to in this relief, has lost his headdress altogether and he carries no angk~c,a, but it does not look unlikely that the large elephant ears are there, though I can not be certain about this identification.

A doorway divides this relief from the next one, so that it is probable we shall find there begins a new tale; possibly, as Foucher remarks l), a prelude, till now unknown, to the Rudrayanavadana that begins with No. 64. Two of the unknown prelude‑reliefs are rather insignificant; the middle one No. 62 has quite a romantic character. On the right, a man and woman are sitting on the bank of a river in a wilderness indicated by rocks and trees; on the left a man (the same ?) is kneeling before (,akra who is not only plainly to he recognised by Airavata with elephant ears and headdress, but holds in his right hand his emblem, the double vaj rat I refer to tl~c Sambula‑jataka, No. 519 of the Pall collection, where a prince and princess appear in the wilderness and akra also plays a part, though there is not much resemblance to be found in the details. Only for want of any better explanation and with the greatest caution do I suggest any connection between these reliefs and jataka 519.

Beginning with No. 64 we can follow the Rudrayanavadana from the Divyavadana, with the exception of a few deviations of slight importance that are strewn here below and prove in any case that the sculptor did not have before him the version that we know of the story. According to Foucher this avadana goes on till No. 88 and at any rate ~ can entirely agree with him up to 83. The latter reliefs, if they prove to belong to the story of Rudrayan. a, shew that here too the sculptor must have followed a version differing in many ways. What these differences are I shall explain later; though not unimportant, they shew nevertheless enough agreement with the Rudrayanavadana to make it appear that we have to do with the same story.

Both reliefs No. 89 and 90 give us the tale of the kinnara's. Foucher has quite rightly observed D, that among the various };innara‑tales the Takkariya‑jataka (No. 481) is not to be taken into consideration, because it plays in a royal garden, where the kinnara's are shut up in a cage, while both reliefs place the scone in a wilderness. The attitude of the persons concerned also excludes the Candakinnara‑tale (No. 485)— which IJzerman had thought of—because in that story a king kills the man‑kinnara in order to get possession of the woman, while on the monument nothing of that kind appears to be going on between the kinnara people and the king there depicted. The story illustrated can then be no other than the Bhallatiya‑; ataka (No. 504); therefore by means of that I shall explain them 

In the last quarter of this series of reliefs only seven are identified; I shall briefly review the most striking among the rest. The first, No. 91, could easily belong to the story of the kinnara's if the intervening doorway did not make it seem unlikely. On No. 93 we see a king on horseback with a large retinue riding through a forest. No. 95 is very curious; quite on the right are several servants or guards, some with weapons, more to the left is a large party of small figures, probably children, evidently amusing themselves in the water. Three grown‑up women stand in the background, two of them with a child in her arms; a fourth person is holding one of the children in the water by the arms as if helping it to come out. Then quite on the left is a child standing alone in the foreground; the water flows past and behind him but not just under his feet and it is difficult to decide if he stands in the water or on the bank. In the first case it would be remarkable, that nobody in the company seems to tal;e any notice of this miracle. Then No. 96 is divided into two by a palissade; on the right, a conversation in a palace with a woman in a halo, on the left eleven similarly‑dressed men sitting under a penthouse on which some birds are perched. No. 97 gives a conversation between a king with an armed guard and a naga on the banks of a lotus pond, that is of course the naga's dwelling place. Then comes No. 98 with two scenes, first a couple of workmen busy with their craft and then the visit of the same men, still in their working‑clothes, to a person of importance. No. 99 too has a romantic style; a monarch with a large company of armed men is on the right, while on the left we see two men in wordly garments, so no .rsi's but possibly heavenly beings, flying off through the air. Finally we must notice on the righthand part of No. 102, a woman adorned with a halo, sitting all alone in a wilderness thickset with trees and rocks.

In No. 106—112, the only part that has been identified, we are able to follow the Maitrakanyakavadana in the footsteps of Speyer with the oldest known version, that of the Avadana,cataka No. 36, even though the sculptor has not had this same version before him; for the last scene, as Speyer has indicated, we can turn to the Mahabhiniskraman. asutra and the gatha's of the Pall tradition, the latter being also useful in the prose‑commentary, to shew how Maitrakanyaka gets away from his travelling‑companions. To avoid repetition I refer the reader to the detailed description of these reliefs.

Among the remaining reliefs we may notice No. 1 14, where a king on horseback with a large retinue rides into a forest; as the monarch has an arrow in his hand and a bow is carried behind him and most of the company carry the same weapons, we may take this for a hunting expedition. With 1 16 begins a story or an episode in which a number of similarlydressed men in robes of ceremony, first six, later seven and eight appear; we find them in a group on four consecutive scenes. Otherwise these reliefs are not striking, except No. 119, where a bow is being shot by only one figure; probably this is not a contest but more likely an archerypractice, in which some one is to shew his skill. Finally on No. 120 the whole series closes with the honoring of a stupa.

The story of prince Sudhana
(Divyavadana No. 30, p. 435‑61)

In the land of Pancala there reigned two kings, one over North‑, the other over South‑Pancala. The first‑named kingdom enjoyed great prosperity, owing to the justice with which the king ruled his subjects, combined with the presence of the naga Janmacitraka who lived in a lake near the capital and supplied a regular rain‑fall. The condition of SouthPancala was very different indeed, the monarch ruled his people with crueltyandinjustice, for which reason no god troubled himself about the water‑supply; the inhabitants were forced to leave their dwellings and go to settle in the North. Once when the lying of South‑Pancala went on a hunting‑expedition through the land, he noticed the deserted villages and neglected temples and inquired the cause thereof. After begging to be excused from punishment, his ministers told him the reason; the king promised to rule justly and sought for a means of bringing Janmacitraka to the South. To achieve this the best means was enchantment, so the king made a proclamation that whoever should bring Janmacitraka to South‑Pancala would receive a basket of gold. At this a snake‑charmer appeared who undertook the task and after taking a look round the lake, declared he would be able by his enchantments to capture the naga in seven days. Meanwhile Janmacitraka became aware of what was going on and believing that he would not be able to withstand the enchantments, sought the help of a hunter named Halaka, who found aliving along the banks of the lake. They agreed that the hunter should hide himself and let fly an arrow at the enchanter when he began with his magic, but should not kill him until he had forced him to destroy the enchantment. Thus it happened. The naga after the death of his decoyer rose up out of the lake, embraced his rescuer and invited him to visit his parents. Of course the naga‑parents received him with delight and the hunter returned loaded with gifts. Not far from the lake was the hermitage of a rsi, to whom the hunter told what had happened, and who advised him, instead of the jewels, to ask for the never‑failing lasso that was in the possession of the naga's. This was done at once, the hunter returned to the naga‑dwelling, received the lasso from his friend, and returned home joyfully.

After relating with some fulness of detail the birth and youth of Sudhana, the crown‑prince of North‑I,ancala, the text returns to the hunter Halaka and tells how in pursuit of his calling he came to the foot of a mountain, where a rsi lived beside a great lake; the rsi told him that Manohara, the daughter of the kinnara‑king, often came with her women to bathe in the lake. The hunter determined to try and capture her, and with the help of the magic lasso he succeeded without much trouble, while her attendants flew away terrified. So as to save her life, she submitted to her fate and offered him the jewel from her forehead that would give him power over her person. At that same moment appeared prince Sudhana with his hunting‑party and the hunter, fearing that his lovely prisoner would be taken from him, thought it better to offer her to the prince. As soon as the prince set eyes on the young beauty his heart was consumed with love and he returned to the court enraptured, where the young couple were married and spent their days happily.

Meantime two brahmans had appeared in the city, one of whom applied to the king who made him purohita, while the other attached himself to the crown prince. This brahman persuaded the prince to promise to make him his purohita when he should ascend the throne; this came to the ears of the other brahman who, in order to keep his position, sought means to get the prince put out of the way. He therefore advised the king to send the prince to quell a dangerous rebellion, against which seven expeditions had already failed. Sudhana then set out; but he went first to his mother, gave her the precious gem from Manohara's forehead and begged her to take care of his wife. While he was seated under a tree, not far from the rebellious country, he unexpectedly received help from an army of yak$a's, sent to him by the yak$a‑king under the command of his general Pancika. In this way he managed easily to crush the rebellion and hastened to prepare for the return journey. That same night the king dreamed a dream that filled him with anxiety, which he asked the brahman to interpret. Although the purohita knew well that the meaning was only that the prince had been successful, he told the king that the dream predicted evil, which could only be averted by a solemn ceremonial sacrifice, and that the victim must be a kinnan. At first the king would not hear of Manohara being offered up, but at last he yielded. The intended victim came to hear of her fate; she fled to her mother‑inlaw and begged her to save her. The queen found no other way of rescue than to give back the magic jewel so that Manohara could take flight through the air. In order to make that her husband would find her, ~Ianohara first were to the Hi near whose dwelling she had been captured; there she handed him a signet‑ring to give to Sudhana when he should try to trace her, and told him the way to the land of the kinnara's.

After paying his respects to his father and presenting the.treasures of the conquered enemy, Sudhana hastened to his palace to see his beloved Manohara. Here, to his horror, he heard what had happened; he then went to his mother who told him the truth of the matter. Now life was nothing to him without Lois beloved, so he began to search for her everywhere, until it occurred to him to inquire of Halaka in what way he had met with her. Halaka directed him to the Hi by the lake, and although the king tried to prevent the prince from getting away by setting guards on the walls of the city, he managed to escape and reach the rsi's dwelling. With the help of the ring, and following the directions given by Manohara, he reached the kingdom of the kinnara's after long travelling. At some distance from the capital he saw a number of kinnarl's fetching water and was told it was for the bath of the king's daughter Manohara who could not get rid of the human smell. To announce his presence, he threw the ring into one of the waterjugs; so it was recognised by Manohara in her bath and she at once questioned her servant whether any man had been seen outside the city. Sudhana was then secretly brought into the palace and Manohara went to her father, king Druma, to find out what he would do with Sudhana. At first the king threatened to have him chopped into pieces, but soon changed his mind and became friendly; he received the prince graciously but all the same required him to give some proofs of his ability. The prince brilliantly proved his skill in the use of the bow and then he was required to pick out his beloved from a number of kinnar~'s who exactly resembled her. Needless to say he selected the right one. There was now nothing in the way of the young couple's happiness, and they passed their days pleasantly at the court of king Druma. After a while the prince began to long for his own country, and gaining the consent of Druma to depart, they returned to Pancala where they were received with rejoicing. Sudhana was enthroned king by his father and lived in great happiness with his beloved Manohara, not forgetting to show by charity and virtue, that he understood how human happiness depends only on the virtuous conduct of former lives.

1. King and court of prosperous North‑Pancala

Although Foucher  rightly observes that what is represented does not itself indicate if we have before us the king of the North in all his glory, or the king of the South consulting his ministers about the unhappy state of his country, I think there is reason to fix on the first being the case. As the text begins with the account of the Northern kingdom, it is probable that the sculptor does the same, besides the consultation of the Southern lying must come after his journey through the land that we find on the next relief, and not before it. Any special striking event is certainly not depicted. In the middle of the scene sits the king with his right leg in the sling and the queen holding a lotus‑bud, on a large couch with a back, in a pendapa. Under the couch are two boxes and a dish filled with flowers; on the right two handmaidens are sitting on the ground, a third stands. The right‑hand side of the relief is a palacebuilding; it has a vase‑shaped top and is omemented with a banner and a shell filled with flowers in the niche facing the spectator. A wing, where the entrance may be, is on the left, turned towards the pendapa. On the left of the pendapa is grouped the royal retinue, among whom are the military guard armed with swords. In the background are the usual royal emblems, umbrella, feather‑fan, leaf‑fan, and right in the corner is a tree with a couple of squirrels at play.

2. The king of South‑Pancla journeying through his kingdom

Quite to the right is the traditional woody wilderness represented, rocks, trees with birds and a pair of deer. Tl~e king's procession is coming from the right and here also trees indicate the forest. No sign is to be seen of it being a hunting‑party. The king is mounted on a horse with his legs drawn up till the soles of his feet rest on the saddle. The umbrella‑bearer walks just behind him; the rest of his company, some with weapons, are on foot, in front as well as behind the king. The foremost and the very last person do not belong to the royal retinue, but can be recognized by their plain dress and the absence of headdress as villagers probably commandeered to shew the way. The one behind has some indistinct object under his arm with two long points or teeth to it, the front one looks rather like a brahman with his carefully trimmed beard and hair brushed back and twisted up; he leans with the left hand on a stick and holds up a square knife in the right. To cut a path through the forest even now is quite an ordinary thing, but perhaps the sculptor intended in this to call attention to the poor and neglected state of the country. However it may be, the meaning of the whole scene is quite clear and cannot be anything else than the journey of the king of the South through his deserted land.

3. The enchantment and rescue of Janmacitraka

Three consecutive incidents are put together on this one relief, the middle one occupying the most space with the other two treated as subordinate episodes. The scene on the right, the first one, shews two persons against a background of trees; one plainly‑dressed, sitting on aslope, has an arrow in his hand and a bow next to him, the other, a naga evidently by the cobra's in his headdress, is kneeling before him in supplication, his hands raised in a sembah. This will be the moment that Janmacitraka asks help of Halaka.

The middle scene is the enchantment. In a lake profusely decorated with lotuses and surrounded by trees, the upper part of a naga appears, the right hand pressed to his forehead, evidently forced by the enchantments against his will. On the left an altar is erected, where on a stone pedestal great flames are rising up from the piled‑up blocks of wood; behind that, quite to the left, the magician sits against the rocks, in a loin‑cloth, moustache and beard and his hair brushed bacl: smooth and twisted up at the back of his head. His arts are to be annihilated, for Halaka stands behind a tree, ready with his bow in one hand and the arrow in the other.

The small scene on the extreme left presents difficulties. On a couch with a back, and a couple of boxes under it, is seated a man in the dress of the upperclass under a canopy supported by columns; to the right on the ground, conversing with him, is a person, the very image of the snakecharmer; he can hardly be taken for anyone else. The most likely explanation would be that the magician after the attempt comes to inform his employer that it has failed. This is however contrary to the text, where it is expresslystated that the enchantergetskilledbyHalaka. Another explanation is suggested , namely that this may be the moment when the snake‑charmer receives his instructions. The strange thing is that a scene which must happen before the middle one should be represented after it. This might be necessary for the composition of the scene, that required the large centre picture to be flanked with the two lessimportant episodes even at the cost of their proper sequence. We might also think that the sculptor was only concerned about the middle scene and added the accessory episode as explanation of the events happening to the chief persons; on the right to Halaka and Janmacitraka who are on the right, on the left, to the snake‑charmer seated left. Such explanations are not quite satisfactory, considering the precision strewn elsewhere on the monument with regard to the sequence of events. We had better leave a loophole for the possibility that the adventure did not end fatally in the version of the tale here used by the sculptor, and that in contrast to the Divyavadana text the magician lived to tell his tale.

4. Halaka entertained by the naga's

The sculptor here too seems to have allowed himself a little freedom. Two groups are depicted on the relief; these arc not consecutive, but in my opinion intended to represent events happening at the same time. On the righthand a naga couple are seated on a couch under a canopy, undoubtedly Janmacitraka's parents; the father holds uphisright hand, evidently talking to the nearest of the two naga's sitting in front of him, the first one making a sembah, the one behind holding an indistinct bowl. It is very possible that the front one is the rescued Janmacitraka himself, telling his father what has happened, rather than only a servant receiving orders for the entertainment of Halaka. The group on the left gives us the actual banquet; two naga's knee! in front of a small, richlydecorated pendapa in which the guest sits leaning at ease; one holds with both hands alarge dish of wreaths (or cakes), the other has abowlprobably containing the jewels spoken of in the text. The guest of honor reaches out his hand to receive the gifts. So far it is all right. The queer part, to begin with, is the fine clothing of the guest, more suitable for a prince than a hunter. We might overcome this difficulty by thinking that among other presents the grateful parents had given a splendid costume which the hunter had put on immediately. But this will not do away with the second inexplicable mystery; the presence, to the extreme left behind the pendapa, of a second handsomely‑dressed man (no naga) who sits there with a blue lotus in his hand.

Considering the progress of the story, it is really quite certain that here the entertainment of Halaka and nothing else is depicted, and the second man is impossible to account for from the text. In my opinion this peculiarity gives us an insight into the Barabudur sculptor's manner of working and we again have an instance, such as I have already noticed, as regards the composition of the scenes. I mean this: it is not that the sculptor, knowing the whole story, has depicted from it this actual scene of the reception of the hunter Halaka by the parents of Janmacitraka, but the man whose work it was to carve this relief, received instructions to make a picture on that relief of a man being received by a naga king and queen. This he did, the receiving naga's, the attendants, the guest, all came into suitable places on the scene; the guest of course was dressed for the occasion and naturally had his own attendant with him. Whether the scene in this way quite coincided with the story, was not much considered. I believe that in this case we have an indication of the manner in which the reliefs were executed by artists, who received instructions to design a certain kind of scene, but who did not think much about the story as a whole, perhaps even did not know all the details. Notice that there is no sign of the lasso.

5. The hunter captures Manohara

In the midst of some fruit‑trees, right of the scene, sits the rsi with his waterjug near him; he is extremely thin (one can count his ribs), wears nothing but a loin‑apron, an indistinct necklace and his hair in rsi‑fashion
 twisted up in a large knot on top of his heads not plaited in the welll~nown loops as we continually see the ordinary ascetics wear it. On the left against the trees sits the hunter, here again in the ordinary clothes belonging to his despised caste; in the left hand he probably held the lasso now disappeared (the coils of it are just visible) with which he has captured Manohara. She stands on the edge of the lake more to the left, and above her attendants are flying away through the air. The princess as well as her retinue are strewn in ordinary human form, quite becomingly, for it would be very unsuitable to unite Sudhana to a spouse in the traditonal shape of the liinnara's with a bird's body and make his love for her seem abnormal—besides the text, as far as we can judge, means to represent them in the shape of human beings. The last of the flying kinnarl's turns to fool: at her captured mistress; the right hand is raised, perhaps a gesture of despair, but not very effective. Quite on the left of the relief some rocks with trees, birds and wild beasts shew the mountainous scenery of the drama.

6. Manohara is given to prince Sudhana

The real action of the scene takes place on the left, while most of the remaining space is taken up by the prince's retinue. The left hand group, the actors, consists of four persons; Manohara is quite in the corner, the prince more to else right, his right hand outstretched towards two men plainly‑dressed, sitting on the ground under a tree between him and the kinnar~; one of them makes a sembah and the other seems to be holding a large round object with a wide edge. They are rather indistinct, but there are certainly two of them and that is one more than we should have expected. The hunter is in the right place, his presence is a matter of course, lout who the other person is, we can only guess at. Foucher's suggestion  seems rather unsatisfactory; he thinks it might be the same hunter twice represented, first when he makes the offer and then when he receives his reward. Judging by what the 13arabudur sculptors have done everywhere else in designing their scenes, I feel sure that such kind of combination is quite contrary to their usual custom. If they had intended to depict the offer as well as the reward, they would surely have made two groups, each with a prince and a hunter, and never so stupidly confronted one prince with a two‑fold hunter. In my opinion, nothing else can possibly he meant than ogle scene, in WhiC]1 another man

as well as the hunter appears. The one making the sembah is of course Halaka; might not the other be a servant of the prince with the reward in his hand, whatever it may be, perhaps a basket of valuables ? It does not seem unlikely that it was intended to shew an actual reward given to the hunter, because it was not possible to depict the gift spoken of by the text, a present of five villages. Behind the prince to the right sit part of his retinue, among whom the umbrella‑bearer, while the rest are strewn standing, more to the right. Most of them are armed with sword and shield, a suitable royal guard, but not what is usually taken on a hunting party, where the attendants are always seen with bow and arrows. Trees in the background indicate that the scene is still in a forest.

7. The purohita advises the king to send the prince out on a fighting expedition

In a small pendapa, on a throne with a back to it, the king sits in the middle of the relief; his retinue, with all the insignia of royalty, are placed on the left. The king turns towards the purohita who is seated, slightly raised, and makes a sembah to the king. The purohita has of course the ordinary appearance of a brahman, but a very distinguished one, with a rosette on his forehead, an ornamented band round his hair, earrings and bracelets, SUCH as we might expext the court‑chaplain to be. Behind him, against a background of a few trees, are several armed guards, part of the kings attendants. This is again one of the pictures impossible to explain without knowledge of the text that was followed, and that nevertheless in spite of the quite ordinary situation it gives, is of great importance to the course of the tale.

S. Sudhana takes leave of his mother

The two chief persons are sitting in a pavilion, the queen on a large cushion placed on a dais, the prince on the floor opposite her. He makes a semba}1 while he asks her to take care of his beloved wife. The pavilion is left on the relief so that there is only room for a couple of the queeIl's women, one standing with a fly‑whisk and one crouching with a tray. Most of the relief is taken up by the retinue seated behind the prince; four standing, two of them holding a flower, and a whole row sitting, soldiers armed with sword and shield and the bearers of the royal insignia. The same as on No. 6 we can remark how large a space is given to these puppets, compared to the actors of the scene pushed away to the left of the stage.

9. Sudhana receives help from the yaksa's

In the forest and, as the text requires, at the foot of a tree, sits the prince on a slight eminence with a cushion on it; behind him on the left of the relief are some attendants of the ordinary kind, no sign of any soldiers: no‑one would ever imagine this to be a military expedition if it were not stated in the text. On the right, opposite to him, are first five yaksa's with the usual wild eyes, rough curly hair and large round earrings; only one wears a beard; they therefore belong to the so‑called raksasa type. The front one, as spokesman making a sembah to the prince, is of course Pancika. Behind these yaksa's some persons sit with bundles and trays and in the background there is a row of them standing, the front one of whom is carrying on a tray a tiara and other adornments, the others a quiver and other weapons and the last holding with both hands a box on his shoulder. Only this last one is undoubtedly a yaksa by the hairdressing, the others have, as far as we can see, the ordinary human coiffure. Their position makes it unlikely that they belong to Sudhana's company, but either they are servants of the yaksa's, bringing suitable gifts—quite in keeping when one of them is represented as a yaksa— or the sculptor has thought fitting to indicate the successful end of the expedition so that these might be the rebels bringing in the tribute. If the latter is the case then the whole scene would not positively be the offering of assistance by the yaksa's, but might be their departure after the completion of their task. In any case this relief shews the help given by the yaksa's in Sudhana's campaign.

10. The king is advised lo sacrifice the kinnari

To bring a little variety into a scene that would otherwise be too much like No. 7, the sculptor has unfortlmately replaced the single purohita mentioned in the text by a group of six brahmans. The pavilion, in which the king and queen and two attendants are seated, is placed quite on the left. Under their seat is a waterjug and a servant. The king is making a gesture with the left hand that looks more like one of hesitation than protest against what he hears . The queen on the contrary is quite upset and being supported by her women. To the right of the pavilion is the group of six brahmans, the advisers, three sittingand three standing. The first one sitting is evidently by the gesture of his hand the spokesman, so he must be the chaplain; the others, one making a sembah and two more holding flowers, respectfully await the king's decision. Separated from this group by a tree, the guard is sitting on the right, armed with swords and shields, while the royal insignia are fixed up in the background.

11. Manohara's flight

The palace, from which the flight takes place, is on the right. It is in the usual style and has a vestibule on the left with steps to the ground. In front on the entrance Manohara is already on the wing, against a background of clouds; two other clouds can be seen higher up. Some birds fly after her and flowers are dropping to the earth. On the left we see the spectators, some shew astonishment but most of them take no notice of the princess's flight, they are in a row both sitting and standing; the front one has a dish filled with wreaths next to him, some are armed with swords, one holds a flower, most of them have nothing. They are probably courtiers and guards; at any rate neither the king nor the purohita are present, which is rather strange for the text tells how the king saw his daughter‑in‑law flying through the air and turned to his chaplain to ask what should be done now the victim had escaped.

12. Sudhana brings the tree of the rebels to his father

The king is sitting on a cushion on a seat with back under a canopy supported by columns, with the necessary dishes and bowls under his seat. The throne is on the left of the relief and leaves just enough space on that side for a couple of female attendants standing and servants seated. The king is here accepting the tribute brought by his son, who sits on a dais just on the right of his fathers throne, holding up with both hands a bowl of valuables. Just behind him stand three persons with the rest of the booty. Further on the right sits the punce's retinue under the trees, first some courtiers, then the armed guard, represented by one figure with sword and shield and two with bow and arrows, then behind, are the bearers of the princely insignia. In the midst of these sits one bearded man, without a headdress; has tile sculptor meant something particular with this or is it only to bring a little variation into the group ? It might represent the well‑known brahman of the tale whose desire for the chaplaincy was the cause of the whole expedition and whose presence would be appropriate among the prince's party. But we might be completely mistaken in this to judge by the following relief, where the same kind of person is seen in the humble position of umbrella‑bearer.


13. Sudhana hears from his mother what has happened

Although the design of this scene is the same as that of No. 8 and the prince with his mother is placed in a pavilion on the left, and Sudhana's retinue on the right, the sculptor has managed all the same to bring in variation by the arrangement of the details. Here too the queen sits in the highest place, as is her due, on a throne with a back and legs and with a box under it; her son sits opposite leaning in a seat with back, but very slightly raised. Between the two is a dish filled with something, behind the queen kneels an attendant. It is quite plain that the queen is speaking, the prince sits with arms crossed on his breast listening, respectfully bending forward. Outside the pavilion, behind the prince, sit his followers, those in the centre of the group being damaged. In the front some people with bowls, behind, a couple of soldiers with sword and shield, with the bearers of the prince's insignia, the above‑mentioned umbrellabearer being one of them. There is an elephant in the background with only a cloth on its back, therefore it cannot have been ridden by prince Sudhana. Its presence is probably by way of decoration to the scene.

14. Manohara relates her adventures to her father

While the other reliefs by means of the text can be identified with the tale except in trifling details, this is not the case with No. 14. Owing to Foucher's penetration  however this scene has been correctly placed. The text gives no mention of Manohara's adventures from the moment when she leaves directions for her husband with the rsi, to the time when she recognises his ring in her bath. Foucher has discovered that in this case the sculptor has not followed the text, but thought it better not to leave the spectator in doubt about what becomes of the heroine of the tale. The king who is the centre of the relief, wears a halo and by comparing him with No. 17 and 18 we see that he is Manohara's father, Druma, king of the kinnara's. He sits in a pavilion in the middle of the relief on a cushion, listening to whet his daughter, seated on his left hand, is telling him of her stay among human beings. At his other side another woman is sitting. The courtiers sit right and left, outside the pavilion; of course when the kinnar~'s were given human shape the men kinnara's had to do the same; and though we may note a peculiar curl at the side of the headdress on some of them, it does not appear later on the other kinnara‑reliefs. On the left sits the umbrella‑bearer; further on both sides courtiers and armed guards, who in no way differ from those of earthly rulers. Behind both these groups is an elephant, the left with only a cloth on, the right one bearing a now empty howdah with a cushion in it. This use of elephants is of course only possible for kinnara's in human form.

15. Sudhana receives information from the rsi

Trees are planted all over the relief to indicate the change of scene, as well as the rocks and deer quite on the right shew the wild character of the landscape; away on the left appears the lotus‑pond, former bathing‑place of the kinnari's, as on No. 5. In the middle of all this the prince is sitting on the right on a elevated cushion, questioning the rsi who is seated on a skin in the middle of the relief. The rsi is just as thin as he was on No. 5, but he has now grown a beard and his costume ~ if we can call it such—is improved with a forehead‑band and bracelets on wrist and arm. The sculptor has taken the liberty of giving him some company not mentioned in the text; though it is not expressly stated he was alone, the whole tone of the scenes in which he takes part makes it clear that only one hermit living by himself is meant, not one of several dwellers in a hermitage. However the sculptor has chosen to insert, between the rsi seated alone and the lotus‑pond, three more ascetics together, all with beards and their hair twisted on top of their heads into a knot. They are not quite so thin as their colleague or rather their superior, for the artist has evidently intended the first rsi as head of the hermitage where the others are pupils.

16. Sudhana and the water‑drawing kinnari's

In the middle of the scene against rocky background and surrounded by trees, is the lotus‑pond that provides water for the princess's bath. Quite on the left, its door and steps turned towards the spectator, is a building, perhaps the palace of the kinnara‑king, or it may be only an indication that the kinnara‑city is near to. In the opposite corner of the relief the prince sits under a tree. The water‑carrying attendants approach from the right with empty vessels, round and oblong ones with a handle; to the left of the pond we see the filled water‑pot's held in the hand or carried on the head towards the city; one maiden on the same side is just lowering her vessel into the pond. In front of the prince a kinnar1 kneels, giving him the required information She has set down the pot in front of her, and Sudhana has evidently just dropped the ring into it with his right hand. As Foucher has observed I), the sculptor has not kept to the text which tells us that this was done without its being seen; the kinnari here must know all about it.

This relief is a fine work of art; the sculptor must have worked at it with greet pleasure. We can see with what care the pond has been carved, the lotus flowers and leaves, the birds disporting themselves in the water and especially the little delicate plants on the edge of it in front. Above all, we admire the graceful figures of the maidens to which he has given such charm. As regards composition and the execution of details, this beautiful relief is certainly one of the best on the Barabudur, undoubtedly the work of a great artist.


17. The archery‑contest

As regards the chief point, this scene is perfectly clear, though perhaps for technical reasons the particulars of the manner in which the prince displays his skill, do not quite coincide with the text, any better than in the case of the famous contest of the historic Buddha (see p. 153). The prince stands on the left, ready to shoot, his bow is bent and the arrow fixed on the point of shooting through the seven tala‑trees set up in a row in front of the golden post that is fixed on a pedestal, more to the right. Between this post and the prince sit a number of interested kinnara's, one or two of them also have bow and arrows. The space to the right of the post is reserved for the king and his suite. Druma, with a halo round his head, is sitting on the right on an elevated seat, underneath which three servants are placed. Through some carelessness in the execution, the legs of the seat are hardly to be seen, so that it looks like a square board partly supported on the heads of the servants, the rest hanging in space. Other attendants are placed opposite the king, with their backs to the gilt post; respect for their sovereign deprives them in this way of any sight of the interesting scene. One of them cannot resist turning round to look. This touch of nature does not blind us to the defects of the design as a whole.

18. Sudhana recognises Manohara from the group of kinnari's

In my opinion this is the only scene about which Foucher is mistaken. He sees here only that Dn~ma gives the hand of his daughter to the prince . On the contrary I think it much more likely that a second test is meant for Sudhana to undergo, as described most elaborately in the text; i. e. that he was to select Manohara out of a group of kinnan's exactly resembling her . In a pendapa on the lefthand of the relief, next to which two seated and one standing waiting‑maids are seen, there are a large number (seven) of maidens, dressed and adorned exactly alike, just what the text leads us to expect for Sudhana's choice, whereas if this must represent a princess with her attendants, the entire absence of all distinction between mistress and maids would be incomprehensible. The details of the pendapa are not complete, the sculptor has only put in a few points and left the rest in the rough. On the right, next to the p~endapa, stands the prince looking at the maidens; he wears here, and nowhere else , the halo belonging to him as Bodhisattva. On the right of the relief sits the king, also with a halo, on a high throne with a back and a woman beside him holding a flower in her hand; under the throne and opposite the king some attendants are seated; behind the queen is a waiting woman. Notice the standard with a winged shell, set up between the king and the prince.

19. The youthful pair enjoying themselves at Druma's court

On a wide throne with a back to it and spread with cushions, the reunited couple are seated in the middle of the scene. Under the throne are two large square open boxes with lotus‑flowers and heart‑shaped leaves hanging out of them. These flowers are not met with on any other relief, their meaning is not clear. A couple of servants with umbrella and leaffan are sitting on the right and on the same side, in front of two trees, are two horses decorated with bells, and an unharnessed elephant. The prince and his wife are admiring the performance of a dancer on the left. The accompanying music is next to her quite on the left, it consists of seated men playing the flute, the pot‑shaped drum and the cymbals, while behind them stands a row of women in the same costume as the dancer and the same sort of jeweled diadem in their hair; they all hold the usual two little bells in their hand. It is noticeable that three of the musicians have the sect marks in the middle of the forehead.

20. Sudhana and AIanohara distributing gifts in Pancala

Sudhana and Manohara stand in the middle of the relief; she has a parcel of clothing, he a tray of jewels in his hand from which he distributes gifts to the suppliants on the left, one of them kneeling, the rest standing. Both the front ones hold out their hands to receive the gifts, the two next ones make a sembah; behind are two more with umbrellas over their heads, already with a gift in their hand. All are plainly‑dressed and seem to be brahmans. On the right behind the royalpair the ordinary attendants are kneeling, among whom we see again the umbrella‑bearer without a headdress and some armed guards seated; there is an elephant caparisoned with a howdah, probably intended for the further journey of the royal couple.

No. 21-30 not identified 1)

The story of Mandhatar
(The beginning Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata No. 4 p. 123; the rest,
Divyavadana No. 17 p. 210—224)

It came to pass that King Uposadha made a journey to visit the various hermitages in his land. And it happened that he came to a place where the rsi's had just prepared water to produce pregnancy; tired and thirsty with his long journey, the king drank it all up before any one could prevent him. The result was that on this return to the city, it appeared that he was pregnant.

Upon his forehead there was a soft, painless swelling that increased in size, at last it burst open and a little prince was born marked with all the signs of an eminent man. He was given the name of Mandhatar. When he was grown up and had been declared crown‑prince, Mandhatar set out on a journey through the land. There he received the news that his father had fallen sick, but when advised by his councillors to return and take possession of the kingdom, he gave no ear to them and even when soon after came the news of his father's death, he determined not to return to the city and declared that if he had a right to the succession, the coronation could take place just as well where he was. By the aid of the yaksa Divaukasa who acted as herald to the prince, various materials were brought together and at Mandhatar's urgent wish even a royal residence appeared, for a coronation must take place in the capital of the kingdom. When all this magic performance was completed only by the utterance of a wish, Mandhatar was crowned king with the seven jewels of a ruler of the world—disk, elephant, horse, gem, general, wife and householder .


In the neighborhood of Vaicali, there lived in the forest five hundred rsi's and their devotions were very much disturbed by the clatter made by the herons who nested there. This made them so angry that one of the rsi's uttered a curse that the wings of the birds should break and they could only make use of their legs. When the king on his journey saw the birds walking about like this, he belted the reason and was so infuriated at the cruelty of the .rsi's that he ordered them to quit his kingdom. This they did and knowing that Mandhatar would become lord of the fourquarters of the earth, they settled far away on the Sumenl. Then the king began to exercise his power of wishing for the benefit of his subjects. When he saw the land being tilled and heard the reason, he immediately caused grain to fall from heaven. The same with the cotton, when he saw it being cultivated to provide them with clothes; afterwards, noticing that they began to spin the cotton, he wished for a rain of spun threads and at last when he saw them weaving, he obtained a shower of readymade garments. When he inquired of his ministers, by whose merit they thought all this happened, to his astonishment they replied: "By that of your Majesty and our own." In order to show them that he alone had the power, he arranged a shower of gold for seven days, to fall only in his own apartments, not a bit anywhere else.

Now the king became filled with ambition and inquired of Divaukasa what lands there were not yet under his rule that he might conquer. Divaukasa mentioned Purvavideha, and Mandhatar set out with his army to subdueit, not by the ordinaryroadbut through the air, and everywhere he went he was preceded by the seven jewels. He conquered the country and again asked Divaukasa the same question—which was again answered by the name of another country and with the same result. The text then describes over and over again end with the same words various countries' till nothing remains to be conquered and the yaksa suggests a visit to the heaven of the three and thirty gods. This is accomplished. As the sculptor gives us nothing of this j ourncy, it is useless to give any details and we need only notice an episode of the five hundred rsi's, now settled on the Sumeru, who try to stop the prince's expedition, but are told they have not to do with the herons of Vai,cal1 and whose attack fails. This episode too is not pictured, although the first encounter of the king with the r$i's was given. Thus Mandhatar approached the city of the gods, his army being often hindered by the guards but, at last he himself appeared and forced them to precede him like heralds to announce his arrival. The gods understanding that his great power was the result of virtuous deeds, decided to receive him hospitably. The now‑following description of the city of the gods has had no more attraction for the sculptor than the previous journey. Mandhatar entered the council chamber and formed the wish that Qakra, king of the gods, should offer him half his throne. This was done, both sat on the same throne and were not to be distinguished from each other, except that the eyes of the mortal king blinked, while those of the god were fixed.

Soon after this, war broke out between the gods and the asura's, which was first indecisive. Mandhatar however succeeded in raising his chariot above all the asura's and they rightly ascribing this to his previous exercises of virtue, became dispirited and were conquered. King Mandhatar exclaimed: "Whose is the victory ? " and his ministers replied "Your majesty's." At this the king was beside himself with pride and presumption. The fatal wish entered his mind to throw the king of the gods from his throne and reign himself over gods and men. But no sooner had this thought taken shape than Mandhatar fell, and great was his fall! Hurled down to the earth he knew that death was at hand. His followers gathered round him to hear his last words and he told them he saw too late how all those things he had striven ceaselessly to attain had never given him any satisfaction, even though he had achieved more than any man before him. Here ends the real story of Mandhatar; what the text gives further, is of little importance to us.

31.King Uposadha exercises charity

It is not certain that the first four reliefs really belong to the story of Mandhatar; but for want of further explanation it seems to me better for the time being to include them in this tale. No. 31 and 32 would then be the charity, nowhere mentioned in the text, exercised by king Uposadha. In these two scenes it is to be noticed that on the first the monarch causes the distribution to be done by others and on the second he gives the gifts with his own hand.

On the first relief the king is sitting in a pendapa set up on the right, on a wide couch with cushions, with two women sitting next to him; on the right two female attendants are kneeling. He is just giving orders to a maid‑servant who stands on theleft of the pendapa, separated from him by a box and some bowls and trays, she has a large dish in her hand with rings and jewels on it. Behind her is a bearded man in the same sort of dress as the royal servants, holding one of the ornements in his right hand; if his dress was different we should consider him one of those receiving gifts, but it looks as if he must belong to the royal servants. In the background of this group is another maid‑servant and a male attendant is carrying a large box on his shoulder to the left, where the distribution is actually going on. One of the servants takes with both hands from a large tray held before him that is full of moneybags, while a second standing behind him hands over a valuable piece. The receivers of the dole are away to the left, men and women in a standing and kneeling row; the last of them, one a woman with a child in a slendang, have already been served, the front ones still have their hands raised. According to their dress all these people belong to the poorest class in contrast to those on the following relief.

32. The king distributes gifts

With all its resemblance in design—building on the right, distribution in the centre and the recipients on the left,—this differs very much from the last relief. The receivers of the dole, here also in a row, kneeling, sitting or standing, are mostly different in appearance, some w ear much better clothes, and in the top row, where one or two have umbrellas, there are some brahmans, one of whom, farthest to the left, has already turned to go away. There is more variety in their attitudes, we see one busy tying up his share in a cloth and another holds out a cloth or the hem of his garment instead of his hand and has already four things in it. The king himself is distributing, his hand is in a large bowl of rings that a bearded servant holds before him, supporting its weight with his left knee. Behind and next to these a number of other servants are standing and walking, one has a fly‑whis}<, others a tray with rings, a large pot and a dish with bags of money. The queen is busy too; she sits on a throne with a back, in a pavilion with two side‑wings. A person with a large tray of valuables kneels before her to receive instructions about them and a second with the same kind of tray is behind her; another servant bent under the weight of a large box is approaching. In the right hand wing of the building two more of these boxes and a pot filled with jewels stand ready. The pavilion is decorated with fly‑whisks and a banner.

33. The king visits the hermitages

The royal procession approaches from the left, on the right is the hermitage enclosed in a fence. Inside it part of a large building can be seen with richly‑ornamented columns, cornice and roof‑ridge; there is a porch resting on pillars above the entrance, where a person stands making a sembah with his hands raised, to welcome the royal visitor. More to the left we see the gateway that gives entrance to the enclosure; it has two storeys, the first surrounded by a smooth sloping roof, whereas the second has a roof with a ridge. On the top are two birds and two more have just flown up, startled by the noise. The decoration of these buildings is rather too handsome forahermitage,althoughwedoknowoflargeand important establishments of the kind in Hindustan as well as in Java itself. The kings procession is headed by some footsoldiers with sword and shield in very war‑like, but here inappropriate attitudes. Next comes the standard‑bearer and an elephant with his mahout holding a large angku~a, the animal whose head only is visible holds something in his trunk. Then come three men with swords, handsomely‑dressed, therefore no ordinary attendants, perhaps princes. The front one is mounted; the two others, who are only j ust to be seen, we might also believe are on horseback because their heads arc at the same height as the first man, but quite out of all proportion there is a leg and a foot to be seen on the ground between those of the horse. At last comes the king himself, not as the text relates, on horseback, but in a palanquin. This is not important, the horse may just as well be an invention of Ksemendra and not belong to any older tradition. The palanguin is of simple design, no more than a rectangular plank with sides, resting on the bamboo‑poles. The king sits inside leaning against a cushion with a flower in his hand. Attendants, some armed with bow and arrows, surround the palanquin, those walking on the side of the spectator are made small and put away under the kings vehicle, so as not to prevent our view of his majesty.

34. The king drinks the holy-water of pregnancy(?)

It is very difficult to explain what this relief represents by Ksemcndra's text. This may not be of such importance in itself, for the poet may of course have modified the information from the source he made use of, and it is possible that what we see on the monument may be nearer the original, yet in this case the difference seems rather too much. The whole relief is taken up by forest scenery, trees, rocks with birds, deer, monkeys etc. In the midst of all this some space is left open on the right and left for the actors, but we must leave it an open question if the right hand scene is simultaneous or previous to that on the left. On the right we see on an eminence of stone, beneath which birds are nestling, a ve~y‑pIainly dressed person, adorned only with a flower on his forehead; he is talking to a brahman standing on the left with an umbrella over his head, who evidently gives some information. The plain‑looking style of the person sitting makes it seem unlikely that this is the king; this scene can then only be either something that is unknown to the text or a conversation between some of the hermits without any other intention than to depict the king's present surroundings. In neither case is it much good to us, asin the first we cannot tell how it must be explained, and in the second it has no importance for the text and could merely illustrate the sculptor's style of work. We will turn to the lefthand scene; here sits on the extreme left a man with a moustache: though the king does not wear this elsewhere and this person/s dress is not ceremonial and besides the hairdressing incorrect—brushed back smooth on both sides of the head and then hanging down in locks adorned with flowers—he looks far more worldly and elegant than the figure sitting on the right, discussed above. We might, with an effort, accept him as the king. A maiden approaches him from the right, her hair hanging in plaits being adorned with flowers, evidently a hermitage‑maiden such as we are familiar with in works like the akuntala. In her hands she has a large waterjug with a spout that she appears to offer him. It is quite possible that this is the important jug of holy‑water; though not at all in agreement with the tale that says he saw it standing and drank it all up before any one could prevent him. Here the water is brought to him. This deviation added to the different appearance of this figure to the lying seen elsewhere, makes it impossible to say anything more about this scene than that it is not quite unlikely the king is here strewn drinking the holy‑water, but if this is really depicted, the sculptor must have followed some other version of the tale than Ksemendra in the Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata. We can now turn back to the clearer source of the Divyavadana.

35. T he birth of Prince Mandhatar

In a pendapa with a smooth unornamented roof, on the right of the relief, the royal family is seated, first the king, the queen next to him, both on cushions, with two female attendants on the floor, one holding a large box. Between the king and queen, and standing on her hip, is the small prince with some traces of the crescent‑ornament, usual for infants, behind his head but without the band crossed over the breast often seen with it. It is curious that king Upo$ada has a halo here and on the following relief, owing probably to the sculptor's carelessness. It is quite another thing that Mandhatar has one, later on, he is of course the Bodhisattva. On the right of the pendapa there are some more female attendants sitting and standing. On the left seated, is a man in royal dress conversing with the king. The text gives us no idea who this may be, so till some other version enlightens us, he may be considered as a visitor come to congratulate. Behind him is his suite with a umbrellabearer and guard armed with a sword; in the background is a fruit‑tree, a horse and groom and an elephant with saddle‑cloth on. Notice these animals in connection with the description of No. 39.

36. Prophecy concerning the new‑born son(?)

Although the text says nothing about a prophecy or rewarding of the brahman prophets, I can agree with Foucher , that this and the following relief may be assigned to the prophecying‑episode that so often brings an intermezzo into this kind of tale, and is so customary that the writer of the Divyavadana may not have thought necessary to mention it. Its appearance on the Barabudur allows us to think that this episode was actually recorded in the original tale, for it is far more likely that the compiler of the Divyavadana might omit it as of slight importance, than that the sculptor of the temple should have imagined it when not found in the text. At the same time I shall not disguise my opinion that possibly these two reliefs, in spite of all this, represent something that does not occur in our text; and this becomes more probable when we see that No. 38 certainly does not coincide with the Divyavadana story.

The king, as already mentioned, has a halo, he sits with the queen on a bench in a pavilion, behind the queen kneel a couple of waiting‑women. One of them now holds the prince; here too he is standing. His crescent can be seen here as well and in his hand he has some toy with a long handle, looking like a large rattle with a ribbon hanging from it. Next to the pavilion on the right some guards are seated, with sword, bow and arrows; on the left opposite the king is a beardless brahman on a stool. It is plain that he and the king are busy talking. Behind him the peacockfeather fan Is fixed up and more to the left we see a damaged worn‑off group of three armed men seated, with swords and shields, and behind them a horse, here too with a groom.


37. Reward of the prophet (?)

The scene is somewhat changed. On the right there is now a royal palace enclosed by a palissade, a solid building of two storeys, without windows or much ornement except on the roof; the covered entrance is on the left. In front of this is the king with some attendants standing and kneeling, an umbrella‑bearer, an armed guard and just behind the monarch a handmaiden holding a tiara, probably intended for a gift. The king himself holds in his right hand a vessel with a spout, usual at gift‑givings, out of which sticks a lotus, while he is pouring water on the outstretched hand of a brahman who sits under a richly‑decorated penthouse supported by columns. Quite on the left~ehind the brahman are some royal attendants and the peacockfeather fan is set up as in the last scene. The front one of these persons is not armed but the others all have swords or bow and arrows. Notice the enormous and well‑filled quiver of the man sitting right at the back; this object is evidently of a size suitable for filling up the empty left‑hand top corner.


38. Visit of Cakra

This scene at any rate is quite outside the course of the story as we know it from the Divyavadana. Foucher is inclined to think this the moment when the young prince takes leave of his father when setting out on a journey!), but this can not be accepted as the explanation, because it is evident that the Leave‑taking prince" is no other than Qakra, king of the gods. His appearance at this point of the story is a complete surprise, but the enlightenment may come to us from some other version of the Mandhatar tale.

The king, of whom we cannot be sure if he is Uposadha or already Mandhatar, sits on a wide couch with a back, in a pendapa; on this same seat is the queen and between them a rather‑damaged third figure, possibly a second woman or it might equally well be Mandhatar grown into a youth. Next to the throne some female attendants stand and kneel. Outside the pendapa we see the king's guard armed with sword and shield, and in the background the royal umbrella and an elephant with his mahout. On the left of the pendapa opposite the king a figure kneels on a bench, dressed in royal or godlike garments, and judging by the flowers in his hands, offering homage. His retinue are sitting on the ground behind him, first the umbrella‑bearer and next the unmistakable figure of Airavata, with the elephant's trunk in his headdress, elephant ears and the angku~a on his shoulder. This makes it certain that the kneeling visitor can be no other than Cakra. The rest of the attendants are armed with sword and shield or bow and arrows, while in the background a standard and a fruit tree are to be seen.


39. Mandhatar honored as king(?)

As regards this scene too, I cannot accept the explanation given by Foucher, without qualification. He first relates how according to the text the "seven jewels" appear and continues "therefore we here see a disk, a gem, a horse, an elephant, a woman, a general and a minister represented near the prince now become king" . I do not see anything of this. There is of course a large company of men and some women on the scene but I cannot find the three above‑mentioned distinctly represented or placed together. In the left corner there is a horse and an elephant quite in the way of decoration; just the same as we have seen these animals on No. 35. And what there is no sign at all of, are the most typical of the seven jewels, the disk and the gem. This defeats the only argument for identifying this scene as the coronation of Mandhatar and it seems wiser, considering the last relief as well, to state that the correct meaning remains uncertain.

A very large pavilion with a wing at each side and a centre‑apartment with a roof resting on columns, takes up nearly the whole relief. Here sits the king, now wearing a halo) in a seat with a cushion at his back. He turns to a person kneeling before him in ceremonial robes, rather damaged,but who appears to be offering something. The otherfigures on this scene seem to be all attendants and servants. On the right, behind the king, are one standing and some seated female attendants; the first has a fly‑whisk! the last one holds an oblong parcel. Quite in the right corner, in the wmg at the very edge of the relief, sits an armed guard. Behind the kneeling figure paying homage are seated a long row of persons, in the pavilion, the side‑wing and outside up to the edge of the relief, many of them holding gifts of honor, dishes of flowers, a folded garment etc. The elephant behind with his mahout on his back and decorated with bells, and the horse have already been noticed; next to these we see an umbrella and a large burning torch that is sure to be of scented wood and not meant for giving light. This relief has suffered a good deal of wear and tear, but the meaning is clear on the whole: the offering of homage and gifts to a king, who is probably Mandhatar because of the halo.


40. Mandhatar with the herons and the rsi's

We are now again on the firm foundation of the Divyavadana‑text, the scene of the cruel rsi's. This is as clear as possible. In the middle of the relief is a rocky plateau with a large tree and the unhappy herons walking about, unable to use their wings. The tree serves as partition between the two scenes here depicted, and. is designed in such way that the herons belong to both and also figuratively connect the right and left episodes. On the right, the king inquires the cause of the birds' strange behaviour. He has approached from the right with his retinue and stands in front of the person who is giving him information and kneels with the hands in sembah next to the rocky plateau. Behind the king stands the bearer of the folded tray, the umbrella‑bearer kneels and the military escort are seated, all armed with sword and shield and one with bow and quiver as well. On the left hand scene we are strewn the rest of the episode and the departure of the rsi's. On the extreme left are some trees; between these and the plateau a pair ofrsi's are frying away. They wear a loin‑cloth and necklace and a frightful coiffure, a brushed up and twisted mass of hair. Their light luggage is slung over the left shoulder and looks like a bundle at one end and perhaps a jug at the other end of the cord; both objects are swinging behind in their rapid flight. The text does not mention that the rsi's travel through the air to their new domicile, but it is of course the simplest means of locomotion for such holy persons and allows the sculptor to make their departure unmistakeable.


41. The shower of grain

The miracle takes place on the left, while the king stands on the right with his retinue. The full ears are raining down from a mass of cloud, probably it is rice but it looks also somewhat like maize. The delighted laborers are gathering in their easy halvest; they are binding it up and in the background some is already being carried away by the help of a carrying‑pole. In front of the king on the right and outside the shower of grain, three men are sitting, they are not helping with the harvest and are better‑dressed than the farmers, one of them makes a sembah to the king; these are undoubtedly the councillors who answer the kings question and take part of the credit to themselves. On the right of the relief the royal suite are kneeling and standing, among them the usual bearers of the umbrella and folded bowl and the anned escort with sword and shield or bow and arrows.


42. The shower of garments

The same as the last, the miracle is strewn on the left, the king and attendants on the right of the scene. But this time the monarch is placed seated on a cushion, and under an awning supported by columns, to the right of which are the usual attendants sitting or standing. Here too there are a couple of persons opposite who are not helping to collect the clothes. We see these falling from the clouds in profusion and the people capturing them in the most life‑like attitudes; they seize them, clasp them or hang them over their arm; not satisfied with one apiece they try to get hold of as many as they can; one is busy tying some up into a bundle.


43. The shower of gold

In contrast to the two last miracles, we here have the shower on both sides of the king seated in the centre. The king sits on cushions under a canopy supported by columns. On the left the two councillors again sit opposite him; on the right behind him sits the servant with the folded bowl; the others on the scene are women and they are collecting the gold. This quite agrees with the text that tells us the miracle was not out of doors and not intended for the public, but was performed in the king's private apartments. It is not actually a shower of gold coins, but chains of jewels, gold rings and such like valuables. Except two royal waiting‑women who stand with fly‑whisks on the right of the throne, all the women present are busy collecting the falling treasures into dishes of all shapes and cloths spread out on purpose.

44. Mandhatar sets out to conquer the world

The sculptor has plainly emphasized two particulars of the text i. e. that the royal journey was made by air and that the king was preceded bythe royal jewels. To shew the first he has not chosen to depict them all hovering in flight through the air, but gives the whole company in the attitude of walking with their feet only a few centimetres above the ground. This must have given a curious look to the nearly‑worn‑away umbrella‑bearer who is either kneeling or sitting j ust off the ground. Only the first of the jewels that precede the procession have a flying attitude. In the left top corner we see first the disk on a lotus‑cushion and the gem and below, partly overlapping each other, the elephant, horse and woman, the last in the real attitude of flying. Then immediately following, a yaksa recognizable by his wild erect curling hair, undoubtedly the kings herald and adviser, Divaukasa. As this figure is armed with sword and shield, it might possibly do for the seventh "jewel", the leader of the army. If not, we must consider that not all the jewels are depicted. This group ends with the umbrella‑bearer who holds his umbrella over the yaksa. Then comes the king, whose head has an aureole, with a flower in his right hand; we have already noticed his umbrellabearer. Some servants, then last the royal army; a few have bows and arrows but most of them swords and shields.


45. The king asks what there is yet to be conquered

The sculptor gives us only one of the many times the king asks Divaukasa what is left for him to conquer and the yaksa shows him another part of the world; of course the scenes would have been too much alike and besides the sculptor seems to have been restricted as regards this part of the story, for not one scene is given strewing the journey to the dwelling of the gods. A large hall of the palace takes up more than half the relief; the king, still wearing his halo, sits on a throne with a back, and turns to Divaukasa sitting on the floor on his lefthand. The latter is rather damaged, but plainly to be recognised as a yaksa by his wild curly mass of hair'); he }as too the large round earrings worn byyaksa's. He wears a beard that he did not have on the last relief; this is only carelessness of the sculptor, such as we often meet with. It is as well to notice this, as an example for cases of dubious identification, so that we need not always be led astray by the different aspect of the same person on various reliefs. Behind the king a large number of women are kneeling in the hall, thus the king is evidently in the women's appartments. On the left of the scene, outside the building, are some courtiers, with empty hands and unarmed; in the background, an elephant and a horse.

46. Mandhatar as fakra's equal

In the middle of the relief, on a throne with a canopy, we see the two figures in robes of ceremony, each with a halo, Okra and Mandhatar. The head of one of them has been knocked off, but even if that had not happened, we could certainly never distinguish the god from the human being, as the text tells us that there was no difference to be seen, only that Qakra's eyes did not blink. Then on the right, where a few trees appear in the background, a number of other gods are sitting on a stone platform, making a sembah, and quite in the corner a few figures are placed lower, only one of whom is not damaged and shews us that they were more plainly‑dressed and must be gods of lower rank or some sort of divine servants. To the left of the throne there are two more rows, one standing with dishes and flowers in their hands, and one sitting, many of them armed with sword and shield. As this is quite unusual in a heavenly scene it is possible that the above‑described are not dwellers of the heavens but the retinue of Mandhatar who have accompanied him here. In that case the figure seated on the same side of the throne, the one who has lost his head, would be the human king and the sculptor has, after all, indicated which is Mandhatar.

47. The battle between the gods and asura's

This relief is terribly worn away so that we can only guess at many of the details. Two groups are fighting opposite each other, both occupy about half the space. The left one is on the defensive and partly in retreat, the right are attacking; undoubtedly the first are the asura's, the other the gods. On both sides the composition is much the same, a kneeling or sitting row of combatants below, a second standing or hovering above it; behind, we find the leader whose rank is indicated by the umbrella held over him. We cannot see on what the chief of the asura's is seated, sword in hand; the leader of the gods, of course Mandhatar, is on a sort of square board that appears to rest on nothing but the heads of the warriors beneath it. The chariot mentioned in the text is not to be seen anywhere, although according to the tale it was raised right above the enemy. Both parties fight chiefly with sword and shield; the attacking army have a good many archers among them in the top row. Just as in other battle scenes, what the sculptor has achieved does not seem very successful; although we allow for the damage the relief has suffered, the design remains rather poor and not very lifelike.

48. Mandhatar claims to be the only victor

As mentioned above (p. 242) there is some doubt whether the three last reliefs belong to the story of Mandhatar; therefore I only keep to the identification given by Coucher, of which he himself is not certain, because I have no better to offer.

On no. 48 a king with a halo sits with a queen on a wide seat in a pavilion placed on the right; two female attendants crouch behind the queen, two more are standing outside the building on the right. On the left, opposite the king and conversing with him, sits abrahman with a beard and the usual appearance of such people; he is making a sembah towards the king. The rest of the space on the left, up to the edge of the relief, is planted with trees, under which, behind the brahman, sits a whole row of men in ordinary clothes, not actually servants (for they hold none of the objects always seen in the hands of servants) but more likely courtiers. The whole scene might be entitled: the king conversing with a brahman. According to the story of Mandhatar the king ought to be demanding, whose is the victory and to hear the reply: `'your majesty's". It is plainly to be seen that this relief might represent any other sort of discourse between any king and brahman.

49. Cakra turns away from Mandhatar(?)

Here too, the king and queen sit in a pavilion on the right; this building leas a wing at each side. In the one on the right, that does not come entirely on to the relief, we see a small kneeling figure, its hands raised above the head in sembah, on which the queen's gaze is fixed. In the wing on the left is a man richly‑dressed, making a sembah while the king speaks to him. Behind this person but outside the pavilion we see again a row of important men sitting, surely no servants but perhaps the companions of those in front; as far as their appearance goes, they might quite well be gods. A tree and the royal insignia can be seen in the back~round. On the extreme left is placed a god or king with a halo—the only halo there—standing with his back to the whole scene, evidently turning away from the king and the assembled company. This should be Cakra, who after Mandhatar's audacious last wish is leaving him and on the point of hurling him down to earth. Meanwhile the presence of the queen on this and the last relief, as well as the identity of the distinguished person to whom the king is speaking, remain unexplained. It seems very probable that no. 48 and 49 belong together and we might be inclined to take them for the beginning of a new tale. But then the story of Mandhatar would end with the battle between the gods and asura's and it is surely unlikely that the moral of this tale would be omitted.


50. Stupa of Mandhatar(.?)

It will be better to mention this scene here, though as noticed above on p. 242, I am not able to agree with Foucherts identification. This is entirely founded on the fact that a stupa is to be seen here , which in my opinion is not the case. Trees are spread over the whole scene, so this takes place out of doors. The actual scene is acted on the right within an enclosed space; a palissade runs along the lower edge of the relief from the right nearly up to the middle, where we can suppose it turns at right angles, though the rest is not visible because of the gateway that rises into the centre of the picture; it has a panel with pillars at the side turned towards the spectator, a roof supported by columns, sloping straight up, and a small storey with a ridged roof. On the right, inside the enclosed space, are seated a richly‑dressed woman on a elevation, who makes a sembah and a man with a high tiara, certainly of high rank, who touches with his hand some object placed between them. It is an oblong affair, ornamented at the top with a sort of flower and hanging ribbons, laid on an open dish that rests on a pedestal; it is certainly not a stupa any more than a vase or urn, and looks rather like a large j ewel, though of most unusual shape. What it really is I cannot tell. On the left outside the palissade several persons are seated, who evidently belong to the retinue either of the woman sitting inside or of both the chief persons. They are several women with dishes and a fly‑whisk, the first of whom wears a kerchief on her shoulders, and behind her, quite to the left, are three guards with sword and shield. Notice just between the women end the soldiers the head of a fourth guard who holds his hand before his face. This curious attitude seems too much in the background to be of any importance to the story.


51—55 not identified 2).

The story of the Cibi‑king
(Sutralankara no. 64 )

Cakra, king of the gods, was much grieved by the false doctrine communicated to him by a heretic teacher, but Vicvakarman told him there was no cause for his sadness, while there lived upon the earth a king of the Cibi's who was so virtuous that it was believed he would soon become a Buddha. Both the gods then decided to convince themselves if this king was really so firm in his faith and put him to the proof. Cakra took the shape of a falcon, Vicvakarman that of a dove. Thedove,pursued by the falcon, fled in fear to the Qibi‑king who, as the guardian of living creatures, took it under his protection. The falcon demanded that his prey should be given up to him, but the king refused and said his compassion should be given to all living creatures. If that is true, answered the falcon, then you ought to give me the dove so that I need not die of hunger. The king thought over this and inquired if there was no other food as good, but the falcon could only feed on flesh and blood. Then the king thought of a way by offering his own flesh to the bird of prey, and the falcon agreed to accept an equal weight of the monarch's flesh. The scales were fetched and because a servant could not bring himself to cut off his master's flesh when ordered to do so, the king cut a lump out of his thigh with his own hand. Everyone turned away their eyes; and the gods and demigods came rushing to the scene. Once more the falcon asked for the dove, but the king remained firm. The scales continued to weigh down on the side of the dove and the king added more lumps of flesh till at last he threw all his flesh on to the scales in the hope of obtaining the bodhi by this means. The earth trembled, the two gods resumed their own shape and praised the Bodhisattva. When Qakra asked him if he had done his deed without regret, the king replied that as truly he had felt no regret, so truly his body might recover its former condition. Immediately all signs of mutilation disappeared and the king was himself again. After doing homage akra and Vic, vakarman took leave.

56. The king, the dove arid the falcon, the weighing of the  flesh

Here we have one of the few instances, where consecutive episodes appear on the same relief without any distinct separation; it looks all like one scene, especially as the king is only once depicted. The king sits on the extreme right in a seat with back, placed in a large niche; under the seat is a dish with wreaths on it. The dove is perched on the chairback. The king is making a gesture of refusal with his right hand, either to the falcon who asks for his prey or to the courtiers who beseech him to alter his intention. The bird of prey sits in a tree opposite the king; the retinue is seated beneath it with the umbrella and bow and arrows in the background. Without any transition, a little to the left, we see the scales, a large rack to which the beam is tied, of a thicker sort than that seen in the specimens in the museum at Batavia. On the round flat scales, is the dove on the righthand side and some lumps, of course the royal flesh, on the left one. The presence of the dove for the second time and the flesh in the scales, shows that the weighing is taking place already, thus a later episode in the tale than the discussion between the king and the falcon, pictured on the right. We need not mention that the king is not represented in his mutilated condition. Under the scales and quite on the left, some more courtiers can be seen sitting as witnesses of the virtuous deed.

In older Buddhist art this story, so popular according to the Chinese pilgrims, is specially represented at AmaravatI and found there in three reliefs (see Fergusson pi. 60, 82 and 83). It can easily be recognised everywhere by the scales in the kings palace, but in contrast to Barabud. ur the sculptors have not hesitated to picture the kings' sacrifice in a realistic manner; first on no. 60 where he is cutting flesh off his thigh with a long sword, then on no. 82 where we see it is a servant, not the king himself, who holds the sword. No. 83 is rather different, the king has his foot on the scales, while one of the attendants holds the dove in his hands. At Ajanta we find in Cave I the dove on the kings knee as well as the monarch putting his foot on the scale. The old Chinese art also gives the Cibi story; in the caves at Long‑men  there is a scene that represents, on the right the king with one servant, on the left the scales, and above, the two birds.

57. Homage lo the Cibi-king

The king, distinguished as Bodhisattva by the halo round his head, sits in robes of ceremony on a richly‑decorated throne with a back in the middle of the relief, the right leg resting on a footstool, the (knocked off) right hand raised in the gesture of teaching. On both sides there is a row of standing and one of seated listeners, all men and all in the dress of princes, gods and persons of rank. Some carry flowers or bowls of flowers, others make a sembah; the whole evidently represents paying homage. The presence of Cakra is not indicated.


The story of the Dharma‑seeker
(Avadanacataka No. 38; I p. 213—222)

When the virtuous prince Subhasitagave~in ascended the throne after his father's death, his chief desire was to acquire the tme faith. He therefore ordered his ministers to seek out a man who could teach him the Law and they offered a great reward through the whole of India. But no one appeared. Then Cakra, king of the gods, decided to test the integrity of the king's desire. He assumed the form of a yaksa, appeared before the king and delivered a first gatha. The king asked for more and the yaksa replied he would only continue on condition that the king would do what he required of him. This was that for seven days and seven nights he should keep a fire burning and at the end of that time should throw himself into it; then the yaks. a would continue his lectures. The king agreed to this and preparations were made. On the day fixed all kinds of earthly and heavenly beings assembled to witness the deed; the yaksa rose into the air and encouraged the king to fulfil his promise. After crowning his son as his successor and taking leave of those belonging to him, the king sprang into the fire, which at the same moment turned into a lotus‑pool. Whereupon :akra resumed his own form and uttered another gatha that the king caused to be written down and distributed through the whole of his kingdom.

58. The king offers a reward

On the right the king sits on the cushions of his throne under a canopy supported by columns; he wears a halo and has a women beside him, under the seat are a couple of dishes. The rest of the relief up to the edge on the left, is occupied by strange‑looking men, who all wear a flat headdress with a round brim, only one with a somewhat hillier crown; they leave earrings rolled up flat and most of them pointed beards, drooping moustache and a visible row of teeth. All except three are seated; the one nearest the king has both hands on the ground in front of him. The first of the three standing ones turns towards the king with a jug (partly disappeared) in his hand while the two others are bringing a heavy shut‑up box. This box we imagine contains the valuable reward offered by the king for a teacher of the true doctrine. On the background are the royal insignia and a tree.


89 The king. and the yaksa by the altar of fire

The altar is seen flaming on a square pedestal in the middle of the relief. On the left, with some trees in the background, sits the yaksa, his left leg in the sling; he has the usual appearance of these beings, wild eyes and heavy eyebrows, thick beard and moustache, a great mass of erect curling hair and round earrings. Behind him are two men of the same sort as we have seen on the last relief, with flat headdress, moustache and beard and rolled‑up flat earrings. Their presence seems to connect this relief with the last one. The king stands on the other side of the altar with a halo as Bodhisattva and royal robes; he has a lotus in his left hand, that as noticed already on p. 244 might be accepted as an indication of the miracle of the lotus‑pool, not represented, but nevertheless important to the tale. A round object with a little circle in the middle can be seen under his left arm; perhaps this is a lotus leaf (unfinished), if not I am unable to account for it. The royal retinue is seated more to the right with umbrella and featherfan fixed up in the background.

60. Homage offered by Cakra

The Bodhisattva with his halo sits in the middle of the scene on a large throne of honor with a nicheshaped back, he is very much damaged. On the right on a lower seat is the king of the gods, also very much worn‑away, he too has a halo and an umbrella over him as well. He turns to the king with a flower in his left hand. Two servants are sitting behind him, the first with a bowl, the second with an incensestand and fan; both have lost their head‑dress, but the first shews traces of the large elephant ears that would identify him as Airavata and thus his master as Cakra, though they are not very distinct. On the left are seated more of those who pay homage, with trees behind them; they have a diadem‑shaped headdress, the front one holds an incense‑burner and fan, the next a large lotus‑bud, the third a whole bouquet lifted up in his hands. It seems to me these are not earthly courtiers but more like a group of heavenly beings; they may be the witnesses of the deed, mentioned in the text or perhaps the version followed by the sculptors transported the demonstration of homage to the heavens. The entire absence of an earthly kings' retinue makes this look probable.

The story of Sambula(?)
(Jataka  no. 519) 1)

Prince Sotthisena, when he came of age, was appointed viceroy by his father the king; his chief spouse was named Sambula and she was exceedingly beautiful. After some time signs of leprosy appeared on the prince; then the disease increased and in despair he determined to leave the court and retire into solitude. Sambula could not be persuaded to leave her husband; the faithful spouse accompanied the unhappy prince and they settled in the wilderness together in, a well‑watered district in the forest, where she ministered lovingly to his wants. One day when she had just been bathing, a yaksa caught sight of her and became enamoured of her, but the virtuous wife resisted his persuasions and his violence. Her virtue made the throne of Qakra hot, the king of the gods hastened to the earth, stood with thevajrainhishandoverthe yaksa end ordered him off. When she returned, her spouse was suspicious about her long absence and refused to believe her tale, till she convinced him by declaring that as surely it was true, so surely she would be able to cure his disease. With these words she sprinkled him with water and behold, his terrible sickness disappeared. They returned with joy to the court where the king entertained them royally and withdrawing himself from the throne he crowned his son in his place. The young king soon began to neglect his wife until his father, who was aware how this grieved her, recalled his son to his duty.

61. The prince and princess at court

This meaningless relief might represent any royal pair in their surroundings just as well as Sotthisena and Sambula. They are seated together on a wide couch, each leaning against a separate back, in a pavilion just in the middle of the scene; the prince (very much damaged) lays his hand on his wife's knee. Next to the pavilion are the attendants on both sides, among them two with swords. The right hand group sits under a tree; on the left, next to the pavilion, is a waiting‑woman with a flywhisk, next to her a bearded man with a rosette on his forehead, not enough left of him to see if he is a brahman; the others present are ordinary courtiers. On the left in the background, besides a pair of birds flying, can be seen an elephant, an umbrella and a leaf fan.

62. The stay in the wilderness, the rescue by Cakra

Most of the relief on the right is taken up by the wilderness. The royal pair are sitting next to each other on the bank of a river flowing through the foreground, there are plenty of fish and a decoration of trees with conventional rocks. A couple of deer on the left, a pair of tigers in a den on the right, indicate the forest scenery. The royal persons still wear royal robes, not very suitable for camping in the forest, but easy for the spectator to see that the chief actors are a prince and princess.

The scene on the left is not as easily identified. The rock and forest decoration is here too, with deer and other creatures in the trees. Cakra stands in the middle with a halo and holding up in the right hand his emblem, the double vajra. In addition, there is his faithful companion Airavata in the left corner with elephant ears and headdress adorned with elephant trunk. On the right is a well‑dressed man making a respectful sembah to the king of the gods; we had better look upon this figure as the prince. The episode of the yaksa does not appear at all; if this representation is really principally the same as the story in the Sambula‑jataka, then the version followed by the sculptor has ascribed the curing of the leprosy to Okra himself instead of to Sambula's declaration of truth. This is of course not impossible but all evidence is wanting. When we notice the very important differences between text and reliefs even in a tale like the Mandhatravadana, discussed above, in which the chief points have been established with absolute certainty and where a version of the story was available according to the Northern Church, then a difference like the case in question where we have only a Palijataka, need not discourage us very much. I do not mean to say that the deviation is unimportant and the identification is clear; but until the contrary is proved from some new text, I think we may accept the partial recognition here offered.

63. Conversation between king arid prince

In a large pendapa the two royal persons are seated opposite to each other; the one on the left has a woman sitting beside him; the other is alone and it might be difficult to make out which is which, if the sculptor had not given the one sitting alone a halo: so that must be the prince, as Bodhisattva. It is quite natural that the father is placed on his right hand. The rest of the company on the relief are evidently secondary figures, in the righthand corner sit two servants, behind them rises the roof of a building that indicates the further palace and left we see the seated retinue of the king in ordinary court‑dress, with a roundshaped standard and the umbrella behind them. The difficulty is to discover which conversation between father and son is meant, that is, in case the story in our text has been followed. It may be the reception on the return from the wilderness or the warning given at the end of the story. In the first case it seems impossible that Sambula could be left out. On the other case it seems out of place to represent the old king, who has become an ascetic, in royal robes with a queen beside him. Here too the sculptor's version deviates; perhaps he had reason for not putting Sambula into the picture as on the last relief too she plays a smaller part than the text we have relates; or is it more likely that the whole episode of the neglect and the repentance comes in before the king abdicates ? Finally we must not forget the possibility Foucher suggests , that this might belong to some prologue to the Rudrayanavadana.

The story of Rudrayana
(Divyavadana No. 37, pag. 544—581)

During the time that the Buddha dwelt in Rajagrha, and in that city king Bimbisara ruled with justice, in the far‑distant city of Roruka reigned king Rudrayana, whose rule was no less beneficent. Now there came merchants from Rajagrha with their goods to Roruka; the king was eager to hear news of the land where they came from and the merchants had many good things to tell about their country and their king. This caused Rudrayana to long for intercourse with Bimbisara, so he gave them a letter and a chest of jewels for their king. The merchants soon returned with a letter from Bimbisara and a chest filled with rich garments. It was now Rudrayan. a's turn to send a gift and he dispatched his famous cuirass which not only had miraculous powers but was ornemented with priceless jewels. Embarrassed by the magnificence of this present, Bimbisara sought counsel of Buddha who advised him to get his (Buddha's) likeness painted on to a cloth. At first the painters could not succeed in this, but at last the Buddha himself threw his shadow on the cloth and caused it to be outlined in color, the space left being filled in with suitable words and verses. Then Bimbisara wrote a letter telling Rudrayan. a that he was now sending him the most precious thing the world contained, which he must receive with due honor. And so it was done; Rudrayana escorted the treasure with troops along decorated roads into the city. When the cloth was unrolled, some merchants who happened to he present, shouted "Hail Buddha !" The king at once made inquiries as to who or what Buddha might be, and was told his story.

He pondered over the writing on the picture then and meditated further on these principles, finally attaining the rank of srota‑apanna. He now desired greatly to obtain the presence of a bhiksu and dispatched another letter to Bimbisara whereupon, selected by the Buddha himself, the venerable Mahakatyayana appeared and was received with respect. His preaching made numbers of converts among the population. Chief among these were two heads of families, Tisya and Pusya, who attained the grade of arhat and whose remains after death were honored and preserved in two stupa's.

The king's approval of Mahakatyayana's preaching roused also in the women's apartment a longing to hear the doctrine; the bhiksu however declared he was not allowed to enter therein and advised that a bhiksun1 should be sent for from Rajagrha. Then a nun named Qaila was sent, whose words made a deep impression, especially on queen Candraprabha. When she received warning of her approaching death (on the occasion of a dance), she asked and obtained her husband's consent to her becoming a nun, in hope of reaching the arhat‑ship and reincarnation as godess. This came about and according to her promise she appeared to the king as godess and urged him to follow her example which would make their reunion in heaven possible. The king followed her advice, he resigned the kingdom to his son Qikhandin, whom he counseled to govern justly and act on the advice of the wise ministers Hiru and Bhiru; he then retired to Rajagrha where he was ordained monk by the Buddha himself. When the venerable Rudrayana was begging in the streets of Rajagrha, an impressive meeting took place between him and Bimbisara who could not understand the renouncement of his former colleague and tried with various inducements to persuade him to return to the pleasures of life; but Rudrayana remained firm.

Meanwhile things had been going wrong in Roruka. King Qikhandin had started to rule unjustly and oppress his subjects and when the two ministers had wearied him with their repeated warnings he dismissed them and took bad councillors in their place. Merchants related all this to Rudrayana, who thought it his duty to return to Roruka and set his son again in the right path. His plan became known to the two evil ministers, who, fearing their downfall, wished by all means to prevent Rudrayana's return. They made the king believe that his father intended to take the government again into his own hands and persuaded him to consent to the old king being put to death. The murderers encountered Rudrayan. a on his way; before being killed, he gained permission to withdraw himself and seated beneath a tree he attained the grade of arhat.

Pronouncing with ]liS last words that his son was doomed to hell for the murder of his father and of an arhat, he willingly allowed himself to be put to death. ikhandin realized too late the crime he had committed, when the ministers brought the murderers to him. In his despair he began by recalling Hiru and Bhiru and so the evil councillors endeavoured to convince him that his remorse was misplaced. The queen‑mother undertook to assist them by telling her son that Rudrayana was not his father, and then to shew him that the arhat‑ship was worthless, they made a hole under the stupa's of Tisya and Pusya, put two young cats to live in it and trained them to appear at a certain sign, take a bit of meat and then perform the pradaksina of the stupa and return to their hole. The two ministers requested the king to go with them to the stupa's and repeated the ad~uration: as sure as ye, Tisya and Pusya, have always deceived people and are now changed into cats dwelling in your own stupa, I adjure ye to fetch this bit of meat, to walk the pradaksina round the stupa's and then return to your hole. The cats performed what had been taught them and the king was c~uite convinced that the arhat‑ship was an imposture. He continued his evil ways, deprived the monks and nuns of their nourishment so that they deserted the city, and at last meeting once outside the city Mahakatyayana who endeavoured to avoid him by going another way, on the evil advice of his ministers he caused all his followers to throw handfuls of sand on to the monk, until he was buried under a sandheap. I; ortunately Hiru and Bhiru soon arrived and with the help of some cowherds rescued Mahakatyayana. The holy man then prophesied the end of the evil king and his city; for six days it would rain precious things, but on the seventh a storm of sand would annihilate the whole city. The two ministers must get ready a ship and on the sixth dayload it upwith the showers of jewels and then sail away. This advice was followed and they, with their treasures, became the founders of new cities Hiruka and Bhirukaccha.

Not until the rain of sand began to fall, did Mahakatyayana leave the city doomed to ruin and he was acccompanied by Cyamaka, the son of Hiru, and the godess of Rorul~a, who had asked to follow them. They flew through the air and came to Khara. Here the godess was obliged to remain, because one of the citizens in order to secure her beneficent presence for his town, made her promise to take care of his stick and key till he returned and then made away with himself so that she could not go away. The saint left behind as a remembrance his bowl  for which a stupa was erected and a festival founded. Then he continued his flight with Cyamaka and came to a land where the young man was offered the title of king because they were in need of a good monarch and noticed the miracle, that when he sat under a tree the shadow of the tree never left him. So Mahakatyayana came alone to Vokkana. Here he presented his staff to his former mother and a stupa was also built over this object. Finally after giving at the Sindhu his shoes to the godess of the North to be honored in a stupa, he arrived at Travesty, where he related what had happened to the interested bhiks.u's.

64. Rudrayana asks the merchants about Rajagtha and Bimbisara

The first seven scenes are taken up with the introductory events, the exchange of presents between the two kings. It is often rather difficult, by the way it is depicted, to make out whether the receiving or the dispatch of a gift takes place, for instance on No. 68 the chest of garments being sent away or arriving. Foucher thinks  it is impossible to distinguish a regular change from one court to the other. It seems to me on the contrary quite discernible, only we must take into consideration that a more elaborate version of the tale has evidently been followed than the one known to us from the Divyavadana. Two points make this evident. According to our text Rudrayan. a's first present was a letter with a box of jewels. On the Barabudur however we see the letter on No. 65 and the jewelbox not until No. 67; so we might gather from this that two different consignments were meant. This looks the more probable when we see the intervening No. 66 with its richly spread table. I cannot agree with Foucher that this may be a farewell or reception banquet for the amateur ambassadors; it seems evident that the feast is spread for the king himself. The importance of the richly‑spread table is accounted for only when, as in the adjacent reliefs, the presenting of a gift is intended and the one king offers the other a feast of his national dishes. If this is correct then the alternation of the two courts appears; first Rudrayana interviews the merchants (64) and sends a letter that Bimbisara receives (65). Then we have always the receiving of the gifts; the banquet by Rudrayana (66), the jewelbox by Bimbisara (67), the garments by the first (68), the cuirass by the second (69) and finally the arrival of the Buddha's portrait at Roruka (70).

No. 64 gives as follows. In a handsomely decorated pavilion with makara‑heads on the top of the columns, king Rudrayana sits with his queen on a couch ornamented on the back with makara‑heads; he is conversing with three men seated on the floor to the left, the first of whom is replying to him with hands in sembah; these are of course the merchants giving the desired information about their king and country. On the right next to the pavilion are a few of the kings retinue. On the left is a larger group; three men standing with garments and a bowl of valuables in their hands, which they are evidently offering to the kneeling and standing persons in front of them; they have already received many kinds of objects and some of them hold out their hands for the rest. This group resembles the ordinary representations of charity. As these persons do not look poverty‑stricken but very well‑dressed, we might think the sculptor intended to give us a picture of buying and selling to make it clear that here are merchants doing business. Nevertheless the kneeling attitude of most of them is more suitable for the receiving of gifts, so that taking all together we may conclude this is what the scene represents.

65. Bimbisara receives the letter

The king with two women is seated in a small pavilion, on the right of it is just room for a couple of attendants. On the left next to the pavilion is a large group of men, in which we can recognise the ambassador‑merchants as well as the courtiers. In the background is a tree and the ordinary royal insignia, besides a standard with a winged shell. One of the men sitting in front has unrolled a large oblong letter, the contents of which are being or have just been read to the king. Of course by itself this might just as well represent king Rudrayana getting the letter written and handed to the merchants to take with them, but taken with the whole series I prefer to explain it as above.

66. A banquet is offered to Rudrayana

A spacious pendapa occupies most of this scene. A table and a seat are placed within. The table takes up a very important place, it is loaded with viands; a large ball of rice surrounded by a number of dishes of accompanying foods, sambalans and sayurans and among them the small fish still to this day so much liked, are to be seen. The king and queen on the couch are in my opinion, as remarked on the last page, the persons for whom the feast has been arranged; if this were not the case then we ought to see moreof the guests. A couple of waiting‑women with fly‑whisks stand on the right of the pendapa. On the left are two men with other dishes, one kneeling and one standing; the latter has a plate in each hand and the first holds a dish on what looks like a square tray; as the sculptor could not put this in to advantage quite flat, he has letit slope soas to be seen plainly, but the dish is sure to fall off. The rather irregular shape of this tray makes us wonder if it may be intended for something else, perhaps a letter, but the unnatural way in which the dish hangs above it remains incomprehensible. Behind these figures, above whom a pair of birds are flying, some men are sitting on the left under a tree, they may belong to the merchant‑ambassadors or to the king's retinue; the last one behind is armed with a sword.

67. Bimbisara receives the box of jewels

The king of Rajagrha is sitting with his spouse, who holds some flowers in her hand, on the right of the relief on a couch under a canopy that rests on pillars. A closed box is under the seat. Next, on the left, in a group are some members of the king's household, behind whom the umbrella and the peacock‑feather fan are set up. The first of the courtiers raises his hands in sembah but holds up something to the king at the same time, something now quite indistinct. The last of the group turns round and holds up both hands to receive the box of jewels offered to him by a kneeling man more to the left. This man wears a beard and with the three just behind him differs from the other figures on the relief by not wearing their hair in the usual high style, as they have only a wreath on their smooth hair, brushed back and twisted together in a knot. As the same style of hairdressing is found on No. 69 on the men who there come to present the cuirass, it may be this has been done to distinguish the men of Rajagrha from those of Roruka, and if onlyithadbeendoneconsistently it would have saved much trouble in explaining the reliefs. Three of these four men are armed, one has a short sword, the second the usual long straight sword and shield, the third a curved sword. Quite to the left behind this group some persons are sitting in ordinary dress, they probably belong to the king's suite. In the background are a few trees.

68. Rudrayana receives the chest of garments

This scene more or less ressembles the last; we see here too, from right to left: the king, some persons seated who turn towards him, those who present the gift, and then attendants. The king sits with the queen in a small pavilion; he leans his head on his right hand that holds some flowers, and is sunk in thought, evidently cogitating over the gift to be sent in return. On the left, next to the pavilion, three men are sitting, two of whom make a sembah; they might just as well be Rudrayana's courtiers as members of the merchants' party. In the background we see the royal umbrella and a cake‑standard. Just behind those seated men are two standing, the front one is holding up a box with both hands: this will be the gift from Bimbisara. The second holds in one hand a small spherical object, such as we noticed in the last relief in the hands of one of the persons who are presenting the gift. The space between these two standing figures is occupied by a row of seated men, with trees in the background; some of them are armed with swords, the attendants maybe of the ambassadors or of the king himself.

69. Bimbisara receives the cuirass

Here again the king sits on the right with the queen on a couch with a back, under a canopy supported by pillars; a waiting woman with a fly‑whisk stands next to him and another with a bowl in her hand sits behind the queen. On the left we see again a group of courtiers behind whom the umbrella and peacockfeather‑fan are fixed up; the same as on No. 67, the front one makes a sembah; his hands however have been knocked off so that we cannot see if he held something in them as he does on that relief. Not the very last, but the last but one it is here, who turns round with outstretched hands to receive the gift. On theleft under some trees sit the bringers of the present; here they are not accompanied by a group of followers or courtiers. They all wear moustaches and the curious wreath on their heads already mentioned on No. 67. The front one is just about to hand over the cuirass. This object has remained uninjured; its shape is not that of armour or coat of mail, but like a jacket without sleeves, with opening for head and arms, and worked up into thickness along the edge, probably as a way to indicate its jewelled ornamentation, not easy to represent in stone. As we here see it in the arms and hands of the person who presents it, it is far too small for any figure on the relief, but these sculptors everywhere do as they like with the proportions.

70. The portrait of the Buddha is received in state at Roraka

Bimbisara's last and most precious gift is escorted into Roruka with full honors. The text relates that the roads were decorated and that king Rudrayana himself with a military escort of the four weapons brought the gift into the city; but the sculptor gives us none of these details. All sign of decoration on the road is wanting, there is no indication of the road at all; nothing but the procession is given and in that neither the king nor the military escort is to be seen. As the procession reaches across the whole relief, we can only imagine that the monarch and his soldiers belong to another part of the train that either precede or follows this. What we see is, turning to the left, first three standardbearers and then a number of the king's household attendants, three of whom carry respectively a pole with a round cushionlike top, a large padma on a long stick and an umbrella. The place where the umbrella is carried might make us think the man with the lotus is the king, but this figure too much resembles the others in dress and is not conspicuous enough in the procession. The train ends with two conch‑shell trumpeters. Then comes an elephant wearing a large bell; in the howdah on its back sits a man with the wreath on his hair, noticed before, holding in both hands a large oblong rolled‑up parcel, of course the cloth on which the image of the Buddha is painted. To give this figure its required importance, the elephant is made quite small; in proportion to the figures on foot it is about the size of a calf. Behind the elephant comes another escort of men with empty hands, most likely courtiers. None of the company bear arms.

71. Rudrayana makes inquiries about the Buddha

To the extreme right on a large couch the king is seated with two women, underneath is a wrapped‑up oblong parcel and a flower; the usual canopy supported by columns is over their heads. The rest of the relief on the left is taken up by a number of seated men, among whom at any rate, we can suppose the merchants giving information and perhaps part of the king's retinue. Two of the foremost by their gestures, are the spokesmen. The king listens, thoughtfully staring in front of him. In the background on the left are a pair of birds in flight, a tree and the royal umbrella.

72. Mahakatyayana preaches at the court

In a hall of the palace with side elevations, right and left, sit the two chief persons, the monk and the king.The latteris on a throne with makara carved back and an attendant sits behind the throne with a bowl. The monk is on the left in the place of honor at the king's right hand, while his seat indicates the reverence paid him, for it is higher than that of the monarch and has a curious niche‑shaped cover resting on columns. Mahakatyayana's right hand is stretched out in the attitude of preaching; the gesture of the left seems to me suited to argument, although possibly Foucher may be right  in thinking it one of refusal, in answer to the request for him to preach in the women's apartment. Two of the royal attendants are sitting in the right wing of the building; the rest of the seekers after salvation, the courtiers, are in the left wing and outside the hall, in the open air to judge by the trees. The royal umbrella is also here set up. The king himself, it seems by his attitude, is pondering over what he hears; as to the rest of the audience, some shew their interest in the sermon by making a sembah, others hold up a hand and others again have flowers; all listen with great attention.

73. Caila preaches in the zenana

Here it is a nun who preaches. She is seated in a kneeling attitude on a low couch with a back, in a large palace hall with side‑wings, a couple of waiting‑women behind her. Separated from her by a vase of lotus‑flowers with a spout, the audience is sitting on the ground; it consists of the king, holding an utpala in his hand and some four of his wives, like the nun, kneeling. An armed guard surrounds the palace, representedbyone figure in the side‑wing on the right and several others sitting quite outside the building on the left. Opposite these last stands a waiting‑woman in the left wing, possibly, as Foucher  suggests, she is giving orders to the guard not to let any one enter while the sermon is going on. For the rest, it does not seem to matter much if any one was let in to the side wing, where on the other side of the hall the military escort apparently is permitted. It is also quite possible that no order is being given but the attendant is merely leaning with her lifted hand against the doorpost while, for some reason or other, she is just stepping outside. Notice that the bhiksum, the same as on the relief following, wears the tip of her garment over the left shoulder of her otherwise quite‑clothed body, while the monk when he appears, sits in the usual way with bare right shoulder.


74. Queen Candraprabha is ordained nun

The hall, in which the ceremony takes place, reaches across the whole relief so that no figures appear outside of it. The wings are not strewn in section but in elevation against the large centre‑hall on both sides. A peacock is perched on each of them. On the right inside the hall, is a wide bench with a back and the usual vases under it; on this two nuns are seated, the front one of course is (alla and the second, as Foucher  very correctly perceived, serves as the needful quorum for the solemn ceremony. A couple of attendants, one with a lotus in her hand, sit far on the right behind the bench. In front of the women to the left are placed a dish of lotuses and a stand, with a bouquet on it between two incense‑burners, and on the other side of this kneels a third woman with folded hands, shorn head and dress without any ornement; this of course is the new bhiksun~, the ex‑queen Candraprabha. Several attendants fashionably‑dressed are standing behind her and fill up the rest of the hall; the front one makes a sembah, at the same time holding a large lotus , the second holds a folded garment in both hands, it may be the royal raiment just laid aside by the queen or, what seems more likely, the nun's dress she is about to assume. The royal figure has suffered a good deal of damage, but it really looks as if the ex‑queen does not yet wear the same dress as the two nuns seated on the bench.

75. The goddess Candraorabha appears lo her former husband

In the text we read that the apparition of the queen as godess took place while king Rudrayana was lying alone on the upper terrace of his palace. The meeting happens quite otherwise on the monument in a closed pavilion and, to judge by the trees outside, on the ground‑floor. The king sits on the right on a bench with a back, the usual vases underneath it; the godess stands in front of him on the left and by her gesture seems to be telling him how he may attain the same beatific condition. Candraprabha wears no halo but is splendidly dressed, though there is nothing to shew whether she appears as queen or godess, if the text did not enlighten us. Outside the building we see the royal attendants; three men on the right, the rest on the left. Among the latter, behind whom the royal insignia are fixed up, are some armed ones, as strewn by the swords above them; some are carrying vases. There is nothing to account for the figure of a yaksa sitting away on the left, he is unmistakable with his rough mass of curly hair and large round earrings. The text says nothing about him and if he had some special part in another version of the tale, he would surely not be pushed away into a corner. I believe the presence of this figure is due merely to the sculptor's fancy and has no more importance to the tale than the gatekeepers in yaksa‑shape we found in the court‑scenes of the Buddha‑story. They are a proof of how misleading such figures on a relief are, when we have no text as guide; just such unusual persons as this yaksa may be seized upon as starting‑point in the search for a corresponding text and probably with results as disastcrous as would here be the case, if we set out to discover the text of this tale with the yak$a as guide.

76. Rudrayana announces his intention of abdicating

In a spacious pendapa, against the same kind of back, the king and the crownprince Cikhandin are sitting with the so often seen folded bowl, placed in a vase between them. They are having a lively conversation, as tile text alone can tell us. On both sides of the pendapa that takes up the middle of the scene, the attendants are seated, nearly all of them armed. The two persons without weapons sitting on the right we must not recognise as the ministers Hiru and Bhiru, though they are mentioned in the text as taking part in the ceremony; these figures are sitting too far away to be such important persons, for ministers would never have been put at the back of the king's bodyguard. On the left we see men with swords and one with bow and arrows; on the right, some with sword and shield, quiver and a large shut‑up case. Trees appear behind both groups, on the right is the royal umbrella as well as a leaf‑fan and an elephant without saddle or trappings.

77. Rudrayana the monk and king Bimbisara

Here too, the sculptor has taken some liberties with the mise‑en‑scene. We read in the Divyavadana that when the monk Rudrayana was begging in the streets of Rajagrha, king Bimbisara heard of it and went to him; therefore the famous conversation took place in the street. The relief evidently removes this meeting to the palace. Both figures are seated in a pendapa, the monk in the place of honor on the righthand of the king; he sits on a cushion with a back, whereas the monarch is humbly sitting on the floor. They are in eager discourse, the monk seems to have his right hand (now knocked off), raised in the gesture of refusal suitable to the result of their conversation. The king's retinue surrounds the pendapa, three on the left, among them the one with the folded bowl; on the right, first two standing with flowers in their hand, the rest sitting. There is a bearded brahman and a couple of men armed with bow and arrows and sword and shield. In the background the umbrella and some trees. Away on the right there is a horse and an elephant with his mahout on his bacl<.

78. Rudrayana hears of his son's misconduct, Cikhandin  gives the order for his father's murder

A tree divides the relief into two unequal parts. The smallest, on the right, shows the conversation between Rudrayana and the merchants who tell him of his son's misgovernment and to whom the old king announces his intention of taking the matter in hand. The monk is sitting on a pedestal between two trees, his right hand lifted in surprise and disapproval, his waterjug is beside him. At his feet sit three merchants, the front one as spokesman making a sembah, the two others holding flowers.

On the other side of the dividing tree ikhandin is devising his evil plans. The king is seated in an chair with back, leaning easily on his right hand under a canopy supported by columns. The men with whom he takes counsel sit in front of him to the right, where an umbrella is set up. Both the foremost ones are unarmed and no doubt represent the two bad ministers, the others have swords and shields. But this is not all. Quite on the left is a separate pavilion and in its niche‑shaped opening appears the figure of a woman of high rank seated with flowers in her hand; this lady, Foucher recognises  as the queen‑mother. On the right a man kneels before her holding up his hands. This attitude is too humble for the king interesting his mother in the plans for his father's murder, so that this lefthand bit of the relief might be a separate incident consecutive to the one in the centre. It is however quite comprehensible that even though the text does not mention her at this moment, the sculptor has thought fit to introduce this figure as a sort of prologue to the important part she plays later on in the drama. If this is the case, we see the queen mother with an attendant sitting in a separate part of the palace, while in another part her son is being persuaded to consent to his father's murder.

79. Cikhandin is informed of the murder; his conversation with the queen‑mother

Here too the relief is divided in two and more distinctly than in the last scene; the left part is now taken up by a space enclosed in a palissade, and the gateway giving entrance to it together with the adjacent tree, forms the partition between the two scenes. On the right the king is receiving the news that his orders have been carried out. He is seated on a large throne with a back richly‑ornamented by makara‑heads, under the seat is the closed box wound round with bands, that is also present in the last scene and need not be mentioned every time. A servant with a plaited basket sits behind the monarch on the right. On the left, where the royal umbrella is fixed up, sit the four persons with whom the king is talking; the two front ones with their grand headdress are certainly the wicked ministers, the first one making a sembah is the spokesman. The third has a gigantic sword in his hand, he must be one of the murderers from whom the king hears his father's last words.

The result of this appears on the lefthand scene, where the now‑remorseful king converses with his mother, who tells him that the murdered man was not really his father. The place as already mentioned, is surrounded by a palissade. Inside this, on the extreme left, is the pavilion where the queen sits in the niche‑shaped opening comforting her son. The king sits with one companion, not a servant but one of the ministers, between the pavilion and the gateway on the right, in an humble attitude, his hands in sembah. His rank is indicated by the umbrella and the two fly‑fans fixed up behind him. A pair of birds are flying in the air. This representation of the scene differs from that of the text, where we are told that the queen visited her son, while on the contrary here the king is visiting his mother.

80. The performance of the trained cats at the stupa's

Under a large penthouse supported by pillars we see the stupa's on the left; they are round, with a band of garlands round the middle, each standing on a separate lotuscushion but placed together on the same pedestal. In the pedestal two cats are sitting; this is not what the text relates, each cat in its own hole under its own stupa. Both the monuments are crowned with an umbrella pinnacle, while right and left another umbrella is set up and flowers are falling from the sky; this latter miracle is misplaced and would surely have roused some doubts in the king's mind. Next to the pedestal of the stupa's on the left, two men are seated, on the right, one; this one makes a sembah and the two first are pointing with their hands to the monuments; these are surely the two wicked ministers again. The royal spectators are seated to the right on a wide seat under a canopy. The queen has the place of honor, on the king's right hand; she sits higher and has a back while the king is sitting on the bench itself without a back. Notice his headdress, sowell‑preserved and fineIy‑executed. Under a tree on the extreme right sit a few attendants, among them an armed guard; on the left next to the queen are her waiting‑women, two kneeling, one of whom holds the folded bowl, and one standing with the fly‑fan.

81. The king returns after his vengeance on Mahakalyayana; the monk foretells the destruction of the city

Like on many others of this series, we here find two episodes on one relief. The first scene shows the king entering the city and although there is nothing to indicate what the occasion may be, we need not doubt it is the return after his vengeance on the saint, described in the text. It was too difficult for the sculptor to depict the actual deed, the monk being buried under the sand, therefore we are strewn the return of the king, comprehensible enough to those familiar with the course of the story. The city is indicated by a building on the right, a temple or a palace with pillared niches, corner‑towers and a tri,cula on the roof‑top; some birds are flying above it. As the double‑door and the staircase face the spectator and the royal procession is not turning in that direction, it is evident that no palace is intended, but only the buildings of the city in general. Pushed away into the righthand corner is a man in fine clothes who may have been put in only to decorate the space, but might be considered as belonging to the head of the king's train that is partly hidden behind the building. At any rate the king with his retinue approaches on the left of the house; he is seated in a palanquin and this fact has caused the most extraordinary lack of proportion between the various servants and attendants. The king himself with the attendants behind the palanquin are of normal size; the bearers, in order to place the monarch becomingly on the relief, are about two heads shorter and the third class of servants, who walk at the side of the train, are fitted in as dwarfs just below the seat of the king. The vehicle is a plain square of boards on which the kingleans against a cushion and makara‑back. Peacockfeather‑fan, umbrella and fly‑fan are carried beside him.

The second scene is quite out‑of‑doors as we see by the trees; those most to the right serve as partition. On the left, on a low bench with a dish under it, Mahakatyayana is seated on a cushion, recovered from the sand‑heap and uttering his prophecy to his rescuers sitting on the right; the front one makes a sembah and the last one wears a sword. There are three of them; two of course should be Hiru and Bhiru, so we might consider the third as one of the helpful cowherds. None of the three however are dressed for this humble occupation, it looks more likely that they belong together, one being possibly the son of Hiru who plays a part in the tale later on; so the cowherds have been forgotten. It is quite plain that the monk is speaking and the others listening to him.

82. The shower of precious stones

Along the whole length of the topedge of the relief is a border of clouds with overturned pots in front of it. Out of these the precious stones are raining down and as the miracles of the other days are not separately depicted, the sculptor has here given rein to his fancy with necklaces, gold rings and coins in a shower of riches. A temple or palace, seen on the right, indicates the city doomed to destruction. Next to that sits the king with a woman on a pendapa‑seat with a wide back, watching the miraculous shower, a servant with the folded bowl is opposite. Under the seat are the usual vases etc. On the lefthand remainder of the relief the delighted populace are gathering up the treasure, all poorly‑dressed, undoubtedly lower class. We see one standing and one sitting row, every one busy with a dish or cloth or their hands collecting the valuables or carrying them away. Below on the left is a boat being loaded up with the treasures. The text makes us expect the ship in which Hiru and Bhiru will presently set sail, but the sculptor has thought otherwise. There is no sign of water, the vessel is high and dry among the jewel‑collectors, it is nothing better than a sloop, certainly not fit for a successful escape and then so overloaded with treasure that no place is left for the crew. Nor has any attempt been made to distinguish Hiru and Phiru by their costume as prominent men. In fact the sculptor has merely put in a boat to be loaded with treasure and neglected all the other circumstances.


83. The erection of the stupa at Khara

The sacred edifice rises in the centre of the relief; it is under a wide penthouse supported by columns, with a bell hanging on each side of it. The stupa is of the usual round shape with a band of garlands round the middle, it rests on a lotuscushion and that on a pedestal withprojections at the four corners. A pinnacle with an umbrella crowns the monument; want of space has obliged the umbrella to be placed in front of the penthouse instead of underneath. Flowers are falling from the sky; two columns of incense‑smoke rise on each side of the pedestal. On the right stands a bearded man representing the citizens of Khara, with a pointed headdress but otherwise plainly‑dressed; a vase of lotuses is seen on the ground in front of him and he bears in his hands a dish of flowers. Other citizens are kneeling and sitting behind him, the front one making a sembah, the others carrying bowls and a dish of flowers. Four standards are fixed up in the background by way of decoration; two with a shell and two with a clasp‑ornament at the top. On the other side of the stupa as pendant to the old man, is a female figure with an incense burner and fan in her hand; this is of course the guardian‑godess of Roruka who was presented with the sacred relic for which the stupa was built. Her attendants are kneeling behind her with an offering of a flower and a dish. On the extreme left is the music representing the yearly festival!), a couple of men who are beating oblong drums with sticks and one who plays the cymbals. The fourth lifts up a small drum that is only partly visible. Neither Mahakatyayana nor his companion Yamaha are present, for according to the tale the monk gives his bowl as a farewell gift, and after that follows the erection of the stupa.

84. Cyamaka is offered a kingd om

This rather damaged relief would hardly be intelligible without the text. The events here depicted take place near a city, as we see by the building on the right; it is of simple construction, one storey on a foundat~on with rosette ornement, large double‑doors between panels of square wall‑paper pattern and a smooth sloping roof with top decoration. On the left of it stands Yamaha with an attendant; the monk is not present, for the miracle of the motionless shadow and the offer of the kingdom took place in his absence. Yamaha stretches his hand down to the people who kneel before him making their offer. The trees in the background shew that the scene is out‑of‑doors; the tree, under which Yamaha was seated, is not specified. The deputation that kneels before the chosen king is headed by someone holding up a very indistinct object in both hands, to judge by the shape probably a dish with flowers. Behind these people stand a couple of bearded men 'caning on' sticks, with rolled‑up loincloth and hair twisted in a knot, probably brahmans. Quite on the left another barely‑clothed man with no headdress is going away, he leans on a stick and carries another stick over his right shoulder with a bundle on it. There are several things we cannot very well account for on this relief, like the figure on the left  and the now here mentioned attendant of Yamaha, so that it is only on the authority of the text that this scene can be entitled the offering of a kingdom.

85. Erection of the stupa at Vokkana

Here again if the sculptor has followed the text, and this is the stupa for the monk's staff, we can at once discover a mistake; it was a woman to whom Mahakatyayana left his staff and there is no woman to be seen on the relief. The scene naturally resembles that of No. 83. Here too the stupa is in the middle of the relief and the monument is round with a centre‑band of garlands; it is crowned by a pinnacle with an umbrella and stands with a lotus cushion on a pedestal with projections, from which on each side rises incense‑smoke from a lotus ornewcnt. A brahman, as chief‑worshipper, stands on the right with a flower in his hands in the gesture of sembah, while next and behind him three men are kneeling, one with an incenssory and fan, another with a bowl of wreaths and flowers; finally quite to the right some more men stand with a flowering branch and a dish of flowers, against a background of waving banners; on this side too is a decorative tree with an umbrella above it and garlands and bells hanging on it. On the left in front kneels a man in royal robes with a pot of incense in his left hand and a lotus with a long stalk in his right. Behind him sit and stand his servants and attendants with all the customary emblems of honor and sacrifice for the occasion, in the shape of flowers, dishes and a jug, in their hands. The oblong object in the hand of the front sitting one is not to be recognized. Among those who stand is onewhose headdress looks like that of a naga; the presence of such a being would seem strange when the text makes no mention thereof, but on the other hand, homage paid to a stupa by a naga is in itself nothing unusual. The headdress is not distinct enough to authorise a positive statement.

86. Hiru lands al Hiruka

As may be seen in the contents of the tale given above, the text relates the further history of the two ministers before that of Mahakatyayana and immediately after their flight from the city; the sculptor seems to have had a different sequence of events in his text, or for some other reason has altered their order. We must not accept this scene as one whole; the voyage is on the right and the landing of the passengers on the left of the relief. The ship is not anchored near the coast while the passengers go on shore; quite otherwise, the vessel is depicted at full speed as can be seen by the sails and the water at the bow. It is not on the point of foundering on the coast at the left, but is in the open sea with fish in the water and clouds in the sky: the scene of the landing is another quite separate episode. We can form some idea of the vessels used at that time, by this and the one on No. 88; notice the broad stem and the way in which the sails are hoisted, the appearance of the hull and how the ship is given more stability by the side‑wings still common in the Archipelago with smaller vessels.

On the left we see the emigrants on land again. Standing and kneeling they turn with outstretched hands to the family, man, woman and child, who are ready to receive them into their dwelling on the extreme left of the wooded landscape. The man has a dish with something in it, the woman an indistinct square object in her hand, both evidently intended forgifts. The house is remarkable; we can see a portion of it on the left, and it gives a better idea of the ordinary dwellings of the time than the richlydecorated palaces on other reliefs. It stands on piles, so there is room under the floor for some of the servants. The construction is plainly to be seen, with the beams and cross‑beams; there is a window in the long side while the short sides project upwards arid outwards, just as the houses are now still built, for instance in the Padang Highlands. A ridged roof projecting at the sides covers the structure. On top of the roof can be seen (as well as a pair of birds) a pot, next to which hangs a small ladder; these pots are still in use in various parts of the Archipelago (Celebes for instance) as an ordinary roof‑ornament. The text says nothing about this reception; it would be interesting to know if the sculptor introduced it himself or if he had a more elaborate account of Hiru's adventures at his disposal.

87. Mahakatyayana returns to Cravasti

This relief as well gives the impression of not quite agreeing with the text. There we read that bhiksu's came to the monk and inquired about his adventures, while here the only bhiksu is the chief person himself. A large building stands on the left of the scene, it has a double‑door, niches on both sides and a wide roof decorated with small stupa's on which some birds are perched. It is enclosed by a palissade that runs first along the lower edge of the relief and then bends round upwards, where a small gateway is inserted that has the same smooth ridged roof so often seen on the rice‑sheds; a pair of peacocks are sitting on it. The monk has come inside the palissade which must be the city walls , he holds a water‑jug in his left hand hanging down; what he has in the right hand is very indistinct, but looks like a lotus‑bud. Just below this hand we see the head of a person standing much lower down with his back to him, turning round his head to the monk and evidently speaking or strewing him something. Mahakatyayana's dress, if he is meant, differs noticeably from that of the ordinary bhiksu's: he has a girdle tied round his loins with the ends hanging to his knee, and over his left shoulder a cloth that hangs down in front and behind, quite another thing than the tip of the monk's garment we have so often seen depicted. Outside the palissade on the right of the relief a number of people in fashionable dress are approaching with flowers, bowls of flowers and a fly‑fan; these may be the citizens of liravast~ coming to greet the returning monk. It looks rather as if one man is the most important of the group and the rest attendants; this rouses the question whether the whore picture may not be intended to represent something else, unknown to our text.

88. Bhiru lands at Bhirukaccha

Naturally this relief a good deal resembles No. 86. It is divided in the same way into sea and landscape, and the ship is very much the same. This vessel does not seem to be sailing at such speed as the other one and is not quite so well‑finished. Its build is however the same; the crow are of a larger size, so there are fewer of them.

The scene on land however is quite different to that of Hiru's arrival and again makes it look as if there might be some reason for this difference; the scene depicted has too many charactericticsto tee considered only the representation of "landing". Under some trees on the right several men are sitting, surely sailors from the ship, in front of a bearded person seated comfortably in a small pendapa or couch under a canopy on a dais, apparently speaking to them; he wears his hair with a band round it, twisted high with hanging locks. He looks as if he lived there and is conversing with the persons just landed. The front one of the group who, like the one most behind, has a beard, holds a sort of bottle with a stopper that he either is presenting or has most likely just received. Our text, as we know, gives no information about this.

At the end of these Rudrayana scenes I will call attention to the representation of this same tale in the newer Tibetan art; not of course that this of itself might yield efficient material for comparison, but because of the fact that apparently almost the same version of the avadana has been followed. It is most instructive to see how the Tibetan artist has made nearly the same kind of selection from the material for his scenes as the sculptors of the Barabudur and wherein their choice differs. We find consecutively depicted : the presentation of the cuirass; j ewelers come to value it; the portrait of the Buddha being made; the portrait arrives at Roruka; it is received with honor by Rudrayana; the preaching of Katyayana; Candraprabha's dance; the preaching in the zenana (by Katyayana himself, not Gaily); Candraprabha visits her spouse as a godess; Rudrayan. a becomes a monk; he goes to Roruka; his last meditation; his death; his head is brought to Qikhandin (these artists did not shrink from horrors!); Katyayana rescued from the sandheap; the flight of the ministers; Katyayana's journey with his companions through the air; the stay at Khara; erection of the bowlstupa; Cyamaka hanging to his master's garment; Yamaha and the miracle of the shadow; Vokkana, Katyayana's mother and the staffstupa; the sandal‑stupa.

The story of Bhallatiya
(Jataka No. 504)

The king of Benares wished to go hunting; he departed from the city with his dogs and went towards the Himalaya, first along the Ganges and then following a tributary of that river. When he had climbed to a great height, he observed on the bank of the river, that was full of fish and tortoises, shaded by trees bearing blossom and fruit, and frequented by birds, bees and many kinds of deer, a pair of kinnara's who embraced end kissed one anotherand then fell to weeping end wailing. Curious to discover the cause of their grief, the king left his dogs behind, laid down his bow and other weapons beside a tree, and walking quietly along the ground, he inquired of the kinnara's the reason of their tears. The male kinnara was silent, but his companion answered the king. It had happened once that they had been separated for one night; while she wasgathering flowers, a sudden rise of the river had separated her from her beloved who on the opposite bank was prevented from rejoining her. Not till the following morning did the water sink down and were they able to embrace one‑another again. They still grieved for that one lost night in their life of a thousand years, although it had happened 697 years ago; for the separation of loving hearts, however short, seems to last for ages. Moved by this story, the king lost interest in his hunting and returned to the city, where he related the adventure to his courtiers.

89. The king overhears the kinnara's

The scene is a wooded landscape with rocks high and low, the whole relief being filled in with trees. Below on the left flows the riverin which, just as the text tells us, fishes and tortoises are swimming, there are birds in the trees and a deer lying on the rocky edge of the river to the left. It is all in accordance with the text; but it does not follow that the version of the Northern Church represented here, coincided with the Pali‑j ataka known to us, for even without that the sculptor would naturally depict a scone on a mountain side with a river in this way. The pair of kinnara's stand to the left on the other side of the river, an actual embrace or expression of woe is not to tee detected, but they are hording each others right hand and looking at one another and in the left hand respectively they have a monochord cithern and a flower. They have not the human shape of the kinnara's in the Sudhanakumaravadana, but the shape usually given elsewhere to these creatures, a human body on bird legs, behind which the wings spread out. In this tale wings are rather out of place, for by using these they could have flown across the river into each others arms on that fateful night. Separated from the pair by the foliage of a tree just to the right, the king stands listening, his right hand before his breast, his face turned towards the spectator and so with his right ear listening to the loving pair. The royal retinue, not mentioned in the text, is sitting on the ground on the right; it consists of three rather damaged figures; the one most to the right has in his hand what seems to be an arrow. The dogs are nowhere to be seen, as weapon of the chase the king seems to have held a bow in his hand, of which not much remains.

90. The king conversing with the kinnara's

The mise‑en‑scene is very much the same, though some variety is introduced in the arrangement of rocks and trees and animals. The rocks on the left across the river, rise to the top of the relief and serve as background to the kinnara's; there are more birds fluttering all about, and as well as the couching deer away on the left, there are two more grazing on the right near the royal attendants in company with some fat‑tailed quadruped. The kinnara‑couple stand on the same spot, now no longer holding each other by the hand, and only the kinnar1 has a flower, an utpala, in her left hand. Both turn towards the king who is sitting on the right, his hands in sembah, listening attentively to their words. Contrary to the text that relates how the man was silent and the woman answered the king's questions, we here see the man in the front and there is nothing to shew that it is only the woman who tells the tale. The attendants are put away into the corner on the right, separated from theirlord by a wide space of wooded ground and the king, as was to be expected, is having a private interview with the kinnara's. Two of these servants arc armed with sword and shield, while the front one is taking care of the bow which the king was holding on the last relief.

With this conversation of king and kinnara's we must compare the corresponding scene at the stupa of Bharhut, pi. 27: 12 of Cunningham; that is if Warren is correct in ascribing this scene to the same jataka . In any case identification as the Candakinnara‑j ataka is here as mistaken as on Barabudur, as we have seen above. There is not much to compare in it: the medalion at Bharhut gives no details and shows only the king on a throne in conversation with a kinnara couple. So we find here nothing of any importance to Barabudur; on the contrary the picture on the Javanese monument, where the quiet conversation in the wilderness leaves no doubt of the identification, should help towards the recognition of this tale at Bharhut, though there is no forest, the manner of conversation with no sign of force such as the Candakinnara‑jatal~a suggests, will probably turn the scale l). If we put more emphasis on the entire absence of forest scenery and the fact that the king is seated on a throne, then as suggested by Hultzsch , the Bharhut representation should be ascribed to the Takkariya‑jataka and will have no connection with Barabudur.

91. The king relates the story to his courtiers( ?)

By way of completion I must suggest the possibility that a third relief belongs to this story. No. 91 might surely serve as closing scene, where the king relates what he has heard and seen to his court. At the same time it would do just as well for any conversation with a monarch, and as we have no knowledge of the tale that follows, it is not possible to judge if this belongs as opening scene to it. A reason for not attaching this relief to the story of the kinnara's is of course its position, it being separated by a doorway from the kinnara‑tale

92—105 not identified 3).

The story of Maitrakanyaka
(Avadanacataka No. 36; I p. 193—205)

In the city of Benares lived a merchant and leader of a caravan, whose wife was about to give birth to a child; his friends advised him, in case a son should be born, to give him a girl's name. 

It so happened; the son received the name of Maitrakanyaka and grew up without mishap. While he was still young, his father died on a voyage. When Maitrakanyaka was a man, he asked his mother what trade his father had followed, intending to take up the same work. But his mother, fearing that her son too might travel across the sea, told him that his father had been a shopkeeper. Then Maitrakanyaka set up a shop and earned four karsapan. a's the first day; this money he gave to his mother to be spent in charity. Then some one told him that his father had been a dealer in perfumes, immediately the young man closed his shop, started as perfume‑dealer, and earned directly eight karsapana's, which he disposed of in the same way. Then again he was told that his father had been a goldsmith, so he at once started that trade; the first day he earned sixteen karsapana's and the second thirty‑two; both sums he gave to his mother for charity. His success made other merchants jealous of him and in order to get rid of a tiresome rival, they told him that he followed a trade unsuited to him, for his father had been a great merchant and caravan‑leader. Maitrakanyaka then asked his mother if this was true, which she could not deny, but begged him to stay with her. This he refused and gave out that he was about to fit up a caravan for a tradingvoyage overseas. Five hundred merchants accompanied him. Again his mother besought him not to depart and threw herself in despair at his feet, but her son, furious at her opposition, kicked her on the head and departed.

Arrived at the harbor the caravan went on board but the voyage turned out unfortunate. A sea‑monster upset the vessel, Maitrakanyaka saved himself on a raft and was washed ashore. He went inland and reached a city called Ramanaka, where four beautiful apsaras met him at the gate and bade him welcome. In their company he lived a life of pleasure for several years, but at last the longing to travel drove him further South. There he came to the city of Sadamatta, where eight apsaras welcomed him in the same manner. After some pleasant years passed among these, he departed and came to Nandana, where there were sixteen apsaras and these too he forsook in the same way and came still farther South to the palace Brahmottara, where thirty‑two ladies received him. But here again the longing to depart laid hold of him and he left this pleasure‑city and came at last to Ayomaya. No sooner had he entered this city than the gates closed behind him. When he came into the middle of the place, he saw a man of lofty stature, who carried a revolving iron wheel on his head; this wheel, all in flames, tore open his head and the unhappy man was forced to feed himself with the blood and matter that dripped off. Maitrakanyaka inquired who he was and received the answer: "A man who has ill‑treated his mother." Then Maitrakanyaka remembered his evil behaviour to his own mother. And a voice was heard saying: "Those who are bound, are free and those who are free are now bound"; immediately the wheel sprang off the man's head and fastened itself on to the head of Maitrakanyaka, who began to feel the most horrible pains. He asked how long the torture would last and was told sixty thousand and sixty hundred years; then again he asked if another would come to undergo the same torment and the man replied: "One who has committed the same sin as yourself." Though he was overcome by the pain, yet Maitrakanyaka did not lose his compassion for human kind. lIe said: "I am willing to wear this wheel for ever on my head for the sake of my fellow‑creatures; may there never come another who has committed such sin." No sooner had he uttered these words than the wheel was lifted from his head and remained floating in the air. And at the same moment the Bodhisattva Maitrakanyaka died and was born again into the heaven of the Tusitagods.

106. Maitrakanyaka gives his mother the money he has earned

The dutiful son and his mother are sitting together in a pendapa; she is on the right on a raised seat with a back, her hand stretched out to receive the bag of money that is laid between two flowers on a tray in front of her. To the left of this, Maitrakanyaka sits on the floor offering his earnings with a respectful sembah. Next to the bench on which the mother is seated, there are four pots with some balls sticking out of them; perhaps these indicate Maitrakanyaka's business and belong to his shop or else they are filled with perfume. On the right behind the merchants widow her servants are standing and sitting, some with dishes, others with flowers in their hand. Behind her son, on the left under some trees, is a group of men, some very much damaged; the front one holds a small round object in his hand, one of the others a large oblong something, neither of them recognizable; two of the men look like brahmans and have beards and their hair in a knot on the top of their heads; one of these last makes a sembah. It might be that these, because of the sembah, are the people who are about to receive alms, but their dress does not look suitable for beggars and they have a lot of things in their hands already, before the distribution begins. Perhaps they are customers of the shop or friends of Maitrakanyaka or merely spectators. In the lefthand corner is a small building, probably to shew us we are in the town; it is an ordinary little temple with steps up to the entrance that is decorated with kalamakara‑ornement, and has a roof with a story to it on a rich cornice with antefixes.

107. Maitrakanyaka as goldsmith; his departure

The two scenes given on this relief are divided by a large building of two storeys, the one with staircase and entrance, the second with a niche, both decorated with kalamakara‑ornement. The roof is finished off with a row of pots. On the right of this building we see Maitrakanyaka as goldsmith in a shop with a wide double roof. Under the roof some clothes hang over a rail. The goldsmith himself sits on the right on a cushion negociating with a woman sitting opposite; his right hand is raised and she is weighing something with a small pair of scales that she has in her hand, evidently some ornement. Between them on the ground is a tiedup bundle of small bars, perhaps gold ( ? ), and a large moneybag that surely contains the thirty‑two karsapana's. The woman is very indistinct, just as the one sitting behind her, and as the man with a beard standing more to the left, his hair twisted up; possibly he is a brahman and he leans on a stick. These persons are probably not of much importance, where the whole scene represents the goldsmith doing business.

The scene on the left shows Maitrakanyaka ready to depart, he stands outof ‑doors among some trees with another man similarly dressed but very much damaged, who of course represents the company of merchants. On the right is a woman prostrate at Maitrakanyaka's feet, she is kneeling with her left hand on the ground and the right touching his leg. This is no doubt the mother imploring her son not to set out; wecanseeplainly the one plait of hair, the ekaveni, strewing her to be a widow; the same can be seen too on the last relief but not as clearly. The son holds his right hand above her head, and if we were not better informed, this might be taken for a beneficient gesture; but the text shows us it is an angry dismissal that will be followed by the fatal kick, not of course to be depicted.

108. The voyage and arrival at Ramanaka

This relief is also divided.On the right sails the ship that carries the caravan; it is of the same build as those on No. 86 and 88 in the Rudrayanavadana, noticeable only for the flags and pennons that decorate its stem and stern and the mast. The crew here too are hard at work but the vessel is too much damaged for us to see what they are doing; the man lying on his back on the sidewing looks very queer. There is no sign of the coming shipwreck or the sea‑monster that is to cause it; the vessel seems all right, there are fish and other creatures in the sea but no sort of makara in sight. To the left of the ship is a small boat in front of the stem and going in the same direction, its sails are spread and it has a crew of several men. Some are looking at the big vessel, but it is not clear what is going on. It is not likely that the big ship is being boarded by the small one considering their position, but we might think that the small boat will be run down or that it is a sloop belonging to the larger vessel, in which the passengers are saving themselves or perhaps only about to land. There may be some explanation to be found in the Pali‑tradition of the Catudvara‑jataka (no. 439) in which it is not a shipwreck that causes the hero of the tale to land among the nymphs, but during a calm he is pointed out as the cause of the delay, and is thrown overboard, after which he comes to land among the apsaras.l). Perhaps the strange figure on the side-wing is Maitrakanyaka, or perhaps he does not get thrown overboard but is put on land by a sloop. The latter seems most probable. However it may be, text and monument agree in so far that Maitrakanyaka is alone for the rest of the tale, cut off from his companions, shipwrecked, marooned or whatever it is.

The partition is made by a piece of ground with trees and rocks, with a pair of birds on it belonging to the scene depicted on the left. Nothing is to be seen of the city, not even the gateway where according to the tale the apsaras awaited the young merchant. Maitrakanyaka stands on the right, his right hand raised in salutation; separated from him by some bushes the four asparas stand on the left in a row, in charming attitudes, richly‑dressed with flowers in their hands, interlaced and leaning against one another. They form a very pleasing group, only they turn quite to the spectator and take no notice of their guest.

109. Arrival at Sadamatta

A city or a gateway is not to be seen any more than on the last or the two following reliefs; Maitrakanyaka meets the nymphs out‑of‑doors in the forest. There are trees all about the scene, on the right with a couple of deer, while on the left a wide piece of the relief is entirelyfilledupwith forest scenery, birds in and above the trees, among them a parrot and a pigeon, and some wild pigs on the ground with a snake just appearing out of his hole in the rock. Maitrakanyaka is coming from the right, he has a red lotus with a long stalk in his left hand and his right stretched out towards the nymphs; a halo is round his head. This is of course quite natural, for Maitrakanyaka is no other than the I3odhisattva, but it is strange that he wears an aureole on this scene only, nowhere else. The apsaras, eight in number, as they should be, are all depicted sitting; we see most of them in profile as they turn towards the approaching Eodhisattva. Nothing can be distinguished of the objects they hold, because the group is so damaged.

l
110. Arrival at Nandana

This relief too is set in trees, fruit‑ and flowering trees instead of the jungle on No. 109; everything looks better cared‑for, somethinglike a pleasure‑garden, though we see a pair of wild animals In the right hand lower corner. Maitrakanyaka is coming from the same side;.he is looking towards the side from where he comes, evidently to bring a little variation to the repetition in these scenes. The apsaras are not all sixteen present, only eleven of them, four standing separated by trees, the rest seated. Three carry an utpala, one a padma and another one a dish of flowers. The rest of the group that takes up the rest of the scene are empty‑handed.

111. Arrival at Brahmottara

Here again as in the other three cities Maitrakanyaka visits, there is no sign of the palace in which he was to meet the thirty‑two apsaras. The scenery is even wilder, with trees growing out the roclcy ground on the right. Our hero again approaches from the right, his head has been knocked off, but the flower is still visible in his right hand. He is now not alone, one of the thirty‑two is walking behind him and has hold of his left hand. Thirteen others await their arrival on the left hand of the relief. They are in two rows as they were on the last scene, but now in much more natural attitudes. Some of them hold a bowl or a flower in the usual manner, but others have their arms raised or hold one another's hand; one has her hands clasped above her head with an imploring gesture, another lays her hand on her breast. In this way there is much variety in attitude and gesture, a freedom and charm that is surely intended by the sculptor to form a climax to these episodes, and in this he has succeeded. His last group of apsaras must have proved irresistible in loveliness as well as number.

112. Maitrakanyaka with the man of the wheel and in the Tusita‑heaven

The sculptor continues with his forest scenery; like the cities and the palace of the apsaras, now the Iron City where Maitrakanyaka is to suffer his well‑earned punishment, is also depicted by means of trees. Only the gateway that is to shut behind him is here and forms the partition between the two episodes on this relief. A palissade as usual, represents the city walls and runs straight up from the lower edge of the relief, against the gateway that has a double smooth‑sloping roof without any ornament. On the right of the gate squats a raksasa, leaning on his club with both hands. He wears the ordinary large round earrings, but the tangled hair is hidden under a cap or else left unfinished. Next to his foot a snake is raising its head. Besides this gatekeeper there are two men standing between the trees, one, with nothing particular about him, evidently by his gesture is speaking to the rak$asa; the other, quite on the right, catches hold of the wheel revolving on his head. This man might of course be Maitrakanyaka and the other his predecessor just relieved of the torture; it might of course also be the other way about, and on this point I agree entirely with Foucher whose opinion is  that we are not allowed to see the actual punishment of the Bodhisattva, any more than the kick earlier in the story. Therefore I follow him in rejecting the idea that both these figures might be Maitrakanyaka, with and without the wheel, and believe too that the man with the wheelis the one just about to tee released from the torture, and that it is Maitrakanyaka who is speaking to the gatekeeper. In our text this gatekeeper plays no part, though he appears in the version of the Mahabhiniskramapasutra given by Beal from the Chinese translation and in the gatha's of the P1li‑tradition , In the Chinese text it is a yaksa gatekeeper who himself places the wheel on Maitrakanyaka's head and tells him the reason and length of the punishment; this he tells in the Dali gatha's as well, though the reason of his presence is not given. As it appears, the Chinese version has not been followed on the monument, for here they speak to each other before the wheel gets on to the head of the Bodhisattva and the tale ends further happily in the Tusita‑heaven, which is in accordance with the Avadana~ataka but not with the Chinese text; therefore the Mahabhiniskraman. asutra and the Pall gatha's are only of value to us because they shew that the gatekeeper is not an invention of the sculptor's, but belongs to a reading of the tale unknown to us.

On the left of the partition  we are strewn the reward of Maitrakanyaka's compassion, the life as a god in the Tusita‑heaven. The Bodhisattva sits on a throne with a back ornamented with makara, while a woman kneels on his left holding his right arm that he rests on her thigh. On the other side stands a waiting woman with a fly‑whisk and there is an umbrella, really too small to be of any use. Behind her, still more to the right, more women are sitting ready to serve their lord and above this seated group we see hanging in the air on a separate foundation, a decorative tree between two kinnara's. In describing the reliefs on the covered base I have already strewn that this kind of tree with kinnara's is often used to indicate a heaven, where it would otherwise be difficult to distinguish between earthly and heavenly joys l).

L13-120 not identified 2).



